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Rumors run like wild fire here at Colby. The
most recent piece of gossip for all social gatherings
goes something like this:WMHB has been broadcasting illegally for three and one-half months and
isn 't that shameful and how could Scott And erson
allow this to go on? Get the picture? Well, there 's a
bit more here than meets the eye and it took about
two p hone calls and a talk with an unofficial source
to get the facts straight. And this article is written
sim ply because WMHB is a serious organization and
comes under the jurisdictior of a federal agency, the
Federal Communications Commission. Therefore ,
the rumors downgrading the administrative and technical workers of the station need some clarification.
Scott Anderson , station manager, declined to go
int o any great detail regarding the "great screw-up,"
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Congra tulations Fellows

Two Colby College seniors , James 0, Brace and
Laurence R. Kominz , both from Maryland , have
been selected as reci pients of Thomas J. Watson
fellowship grants for 1974,
The awards, initiated in 1968, enable "college
graduates of unusual promise to engage in an initial
post-graduate year of independent stud y and travel
abroad."
Brace and Kominz arc among 71 students selected
from nominations made by 35 of the country 's
leading colleges and universities , and their grants
mark the fourth consecu tive year that two Colby
seniors have been named.
A history major from Bcltsvillc , Md,, Brace will
travel throug h Western Europe to stud y 19th and
earl y 20th century transportation , and preservation ,
restoration and museum display.
Kominz , of Bethesda , Md., a major in East Asian
studies , plans an apprenticeshi p in Noh Theater in
Japan,
The fellowships take into account academic recor ds nn<l participation in extracurricular activities.
But choices are made primarily on potential for
creative lead ershi p in the students' chosen fields.

Question: what happens when a director gathers
together about forty hi ghly talented people and
chooses a Cole Porter musical for a production?
Answer: theatre mag ic and two and a half hours of
good entertainment. With the help of Powder and
Wig, Student Government funding, English department backing, and community help, a newly formed
studen t independent theater group—the Powderpuff
Society—will mount their first (and last) long awaited
production of "Can-Can this Friday, Saturday, and
Sunday nights in Runnals Union. In her first attempt
at d irecting, Candace Burnett has done an excellent
job of casting. The stage players are also the stars behind the stage since nearly everyone plays a double
role. Larry Cappiello. as Boris, the excitable sculptor
in Paris is also the actual scenic designer for the production. Robin Delcker , as Claudine, the sculptor 's
dancing sweetheart, is the show 's choreograp her.
Candace Burnett , as Pistache , the hard-headed owner
of the cafe Le Bal du Paradis , has been directing
continued on page 8

as he termed it. He must first talk with a former
Colby student who helped organize WMHB as an FM
station. But he did comment on the inefficiency of
the FCC and the bureaucratic bungling on their part.
"It was a matter of semantics," said Scott. Apparently, the FCC sent a telegram over the teletype of
the UPI machine this past January, informing Anderson , Sullivan and company of their approval of the
station 's application for licensing. But the telegram was worded in such a manner as to fool the
unwary reader. Therefore , as Scott put it, "the sta
tion people decided that they could begin test
broadcasting and later sequence into regular FM
programming." But , as events of the past weekend
have proved , their assumption , based on FCC negligence and linguistic deficiencies, was totally incorrent.
The station recently received another telegram
again over the wires of UPI , granting them a license
and informing them of their ri ght to begin test
broadcasting within the week. This was prompted by
a letter requesting a written license from the FCC,
since no written approval had been received for over
three months and the station had been operating as
an educational ,non-commercial station all that time.
To make a long story short , as is Mr. Anderson 's
wont , the license is in the mail and will be received
within the week and everything will be back to normal soon, Those of you with radio-alarm clocks had
better set your dials for WTVL , as the morning
wake-up shows will not be broadcast
P.S. The board blew up Sunday night , the 14th of
April , and should be repaired som etime on the 16th.
Hopefull y, it was not a sabotage from an outraged
frequenter of gossip sessions.

Two days from now, at their April meeting, the Board of Trustees will be
deciding the fate of the Public Interest Research Group (PIRG) at Colby. The
decision that they will be called upon to make is whether or not to accept the
proposed funding mechanism—the negative check-off system. The decision is
significant in two respects: without a viable funding mechanism Colby cannot
participate in PIRG activities, and the exclusion of Colby from Maine PIRG' s
financial base may spell dire consequences for the entire organization.
What is at issue here is the role of students in determining their own means of
taxation. That PIRG offers extensive educational benefits to Colby is uncontestable. Likewise, that there is student support for PIRG and a strict funding
system (per the semester bill) is well established by petition. PIRG enjoys the
overwhelming endorsement of Student Government and their concurrence that
the negative check-off system is a fair way of collecting fees. A recent faculty
petition avows their belief in the value of the organization to the student, the
college and the state.
The largest obstacle to complete administrative support of PIRG has been its
request for inclusion on the semester bill. The Administration quite rightly
feared that the singling out of one organization and its appearance on the
It appears that the energy crisis is over at Colby College. Once again , the
buildings are heated to tropical temperatures; only those in the advanced stages
of yoga can breathe without suffering lumg collapse in parts of Miller Library ,
and one may succumb to heat rash simply by entering the fieldhouse and locker
rooms. We can only wonder what encouraged college officials to perpetrate
the notion that it is no longer necessary to modulate thermostats and life styles.
Most pointedly, we may look to the extensive television coverage of gas pumps
freely flowing and the increased sales of large cars; the more people see everyone jumping on the runningboard of the deluxe car, the less inclined they are to
dispute that bigger is not necessarily better. The message is selling that since
"the crisis is over" (i.e. the embargo lifted), that it is perfectly good to get
back to more indulgent and less responsible times.
Here at Colby it is ludicrous. Spring is imminent, traditionally bringing
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In a recent editorial, the editors of the Echo accused some professors and
administrators of this college of "not giving a damn " about the students outside of their classrooms. That the editorial was met with such silence, though
not unusual at Colby College, was rather bewildering. But, even m ore bewildering was the unwritten (read verbal) response solicited from the professors in the
library, in the Spa and on the various paths and byways of the campus.
It seems a sham e that only the editors know of the disapproval and dissatisfaction of the parties involved. It is, indeed , unfortunate that only one professor took the time to clarify his position on the m atter. Therefore , the rest of
the Colby community remains in the dark and merely assumes our accusations
were well-founded and true. We would certainl y liked to be proved wrong. It
would certainly be enlightening to hear what the "defendants " are thinking.
We have griped long enough about the apathetic nature of this college. We
have urged, cajoled , pleaded and reprimanded—in short , tried everything short
of pulling each and every one of our readers by the scruffs of their collective
necks to say something, anything. We have been asked to name names in order
to elicit the desired outrage but that , as we all know, is not our style. Pointing a
finger at a group is one thing and writing long, libelous verse is another. It
never fails to amaze us just how many people get fed up with athletic injustice

semester bill would elicit a flood of requests from other campus organizations
fean the same privilege. Admittedly, PIRGs across the country have been in
existence for only three years, but in that time no other organization has even
requested inclusion of its fee on the semester bill. Moreover, the comprehensive list of criteria concerning the eligibility of groups wishing inclusion on the
semester bill, submitted by PIRG , further reduces the possibility of the Administration's fear being realized. Such compelling information cannot be justifiably
ignored by the Board in its deliberation.
Another administrative argument pervades discussion—objections to the nega
tive check-off system itself. The system has been labelled "coercive," "unethical, " "unfair ," and other perjoratives just short of illegal. The Echo cannot
agree with these criticisms. First of all, the negative check-off system is not
being imposed on the students—it was asked for by 85% of them through petition. This must be remembered. Such a system provides ample opportunity for
the small minority not wishing to contribute to opt out. The experience of the
U. Maine campuses reveals, by the number of students opting out from supporting PIRG that the negative check-off system is not exploitative of the apathetic
student.
The negative check-off system is also the least costly system to operate and
the most adm inistratively efficient.
The Public Interest Research Group exemplifies much of what the Echo has
tried to stress this semester:moving off of Mayflower Hill into a wider world.
The students involved with PIRG have been the beneficiaries so far, with the remainder of the campus yet to gain. It would be grossly wrong to sacrifice the
tremendous educational benefits and the potential for effective Colby input in
the solution of Maine problems over mere administrative details. The Echo
hopes the Board will not be swayed by parochial views and unjustifiable fears in
its deliberations, but will allow the continued development of such an exemplary campus organization.
warmer times, yet the economization of fuel that was in effect during the winter months seems to be forsaken. The fleet of B & G trucks can be spotted
roaming around campus with one occupant each, and everywhere one discerns
the attitude that scrimp ing and sacrifice (minute as it may be) are things of the
past.
Ideally speaking, the academic environment should be most cognizant of
national trends and further , should be able to project rather than think in
immediacies. If those who are in the vanguard of enlightenment cannot see farther than their noses, one can hardly expect anyone else to. We in the college
community have a uni que opportunity of assessing the situation , determ ining
feasible answers , and deciphering the difference between adequacy and excess.
If anything, we are responsible to set an exam ple: it may amount to an exercise
in self preservation in tim es to come.
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and remain cool and calm in the fact of academic "rip-off." It all boils down,
we think , to a question of priorities. And , as evidenced by a letter received this
week from a non-Colby reader, everyone else senses our misplaced value.
When such heated response to charges of herm etic behavior is vocalized to
the extent to which it was three weeks ago, we begin to believe "they doth protest too much." Enlighten us-will the history and government department begin
to collect money for a geriatric hospital upon entering the department's doors?
Did the English department recently buy burial plots on the quad? If you
think this is scurrilous, prove us wrong. You , dear professors and administrators,
have nothing to lose but your chalk.

letters

Dearest Editors :
It seems a bit odd for me to be sitting at a
typewriter and writing for the Echo again ,-but I
feel 1 should call your attention to a most important event (for us die-hard alumnae anyway )
which I hope you choose to write about.
For the first time in ages someone has challenged
the official party slate of candidates for Alum nae
Representative to the Board of Trustees. Tim
Carey, who was Co-Editor of the Echo in 1972,
is ru nning for Colby Trustee against three other
alumnae. Three seats are up for grabs in the contest.
Ordinarily, the alumnae Council picks three
people to fill the three vacancies. No one gets to
vote except Council mem bers, thus the three automatically become board members for four years,
taking office in June.
But on the evening of December 31, 1973,
a group of concerned alumnae met in Waterville
to seriously discuss the future of Colby. Frankly,
we perceived a downward spiral on the part of

the Board of Trustees, and we felt it was high time
someone made an effort to look after the College.
We agreed that (at least) Colby needed a young,
vigorous trustee with a contemporary outlook on
life at Colby, Within m inutes of this deduction ,
the necessary papers were drawn up and the required signatures obtained. Our candidate was
"born."
A groundswell for Carey has already developed
among those recent graduates who tend to gather
in small groups. But for a popular m ovement to
obtain , publicity is necessary to counteract the
well-organized (and apparently well financed)
efforts of the Machine candidates. Hopefully the
Echo, in what little time remains, can inform
those who really care.
Cordially,
Michael Havey, sec'y.
The Committee to
Elect Carey
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Dear "Sir:

Dear ECHO:

I recently had the pleasure of seeing the Colby
swimming team participating in the New Englands
at Brown University, as well as the women 's
hockey team in an invitational tournament at
the same school. First of all , I would like to
congratulate the coach and swimmers (males
and female) for "hang ing in there" despite the
well known neglect of the athleti c department
towards the sport. My heart is also with the
hockey players as they work to build a new
team. I have a large time and emotional investment
in the Colby swim ming program and therefore
feel very familiar with the problems they are
probabl y encountering. I am writing to express
some feelings I hav e had for years, and have now
decided to air.

Colby College Freshman is on financial aid.
Colby College Freshman applies for financial
aid for 1974-5.
S/he is informed by Jul y 20, 1974 that financial
aid is not available. „
S/he therefore cannot enroll for the Sophomore
year.
SZhe loses $50.00 for failing to forfeit room
reservations by Jul y 1, 1974.
In all fairness, the right to withdraw room reservation
should be subsequent to Jul y 20, 1974.
Sincerely,
Father of a Freshman

1 have alway s disagreed with the policies of
the Colby athletic department , and I also feel
these policies reflect the whims-of just one
person. The college experience should include
the opportunity to participate in strong programs
that will be good "carry-over " sports when college
is over. Colby 's neglect of these "alternative "
sports areas is appalling. I think this is m ost
evident in Colb y 's loss of Jack Scholz. After
spending millions on one of the best aquatic
facilities in New England , an expert in all aspects
of aquatics (not just competitive swimming) and
all the alternative sports it entails, is forced to
leave and is not rep laced by anyone of equal
experience. Peop le swim and skin dive after
college, peop le do not play football after college.
The amount of money spent on football
coaches, expensive equi pment , and sunny
florida baseball tri ps is absurd and a complete
mismanagement of funds. Bathing suits and
caps are cheap !
I am not seeking to eliminate football (I like
app le p ie too) or any other sport , but only wish
to point out that the college and community
should demand that the p hilosophy and priorities of the athletic department be changed.
Until this is done , the student bod y is suffering
from narrow minded and perhaps selfish attitudes
of a small number of individuals in the athletic
department and administration.
I am in medical school now and therefore
still on a student bud get , but when I am able,
any contribution I give will be designated for
swimming, fencing, women 's athletics and any
other similar alternative sports areas.
I would appreciate having this letter printed
in the paper so the student bod y and college
president can see how , I am su re , a sizable bod y
of the alumni feels about the athletic department
policies. I wou ld also appreciate a copy of the
paper.
Thank you very much for your anticipated
interest.
Sincerel y yours ,
William R. K. Johnson '71
To the Editors :
I was recently appalled and disgusted at the
behavior of several Colby students at the
fi eldhouse. The new tennis rules require the
players t o sign up for a court , hand their I.D. 's
in to Mr. Tobey, and limit their game to 45 minutes.
Thes e are reas o nable r equiremen t s, d esigned t o
insure everyone an opportunity to play.
Unf ortunatel y, imma t ure and selfish behavior
has been ram pant. Peop le arc taking courts
without signing for t hem , refusing to relinquish
them when legitimatel y asked t o d o so , and
display ing unsp or t sm anlike conduc t mu tt ering
obscenities under their breath and verbally abusing
those who righ tfully demand equal time. Such
behavior is not fitting for college students.
Play ing games docs n ot mean being childish.
Susan G. McBra tney
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To the ECHO:
There has, of late , been concern expressed
regarding the "state of the unions ". Obviously
they are not in the sam e condition they were
four or five years ago. During the first semester
we addressed ourselves to the problem of getting
a bud get increase to have the unions aestheticall y
up lifted. Several articles in the ECHO and a
very poorly attended hearing on the unions have
attempted to focus student attention on the present
condition of the unions and what can be done
to correct their unattractive appearance and inadequate utilization. It may be of interest to
some students that the unions can be and will
be repaired and redecorated over the summer.
Although there is continuing debate over how
Roberts and Runnals should be used , at least
they will be in a better state than they are
presently in.
Now there is a new and even more perp lexing
issue before us. If renovated , could the unions
possibly maintain their furnishings for more than
a month?
It seems that we are in the midst of an era
of irresponsibility where respect for another 's
belongings is all but nonexistent. How can
students expect money to be poured into a
building if the investment is simply going to
be vandalized or stolen?
Mention has been made earlier in the ECHO
about theft . What is it that makes peop le think
they can help themselves to anything they
like ? It is indeed disillusioning to begin to total
the value of items which have disappeared from
Runnals alone since September- rang ing from
kitchen equipment to overstuffed chairs and lamps.
Our immediate problem (aside from those
of fi guring out why peop le rip this stuff off and
what to do to stop it) is that the budget only
goes so far , and comp lain though you may,
the time is corning when you 'll buy your own
pots and pans to cook your sp aghetti.
Runnals has been restocked for the second
time this year and'in so doing, the budget has
been exhausted. So in order to help cut back
on the mysterious loss of equipment and supp lies
and in order to hav e some equ ipm ent left on
hand come May , the following policies have been
instituted :
1. Absolutely no equipment or keys will be
si gned out without your own ID. Students will
be billed directl y for any dam aged or lost equipment.
2. The ID will NOT be returned until each
iece
of equi pm ent taken out has been returned
p
in th e same condition as when it was signed out.
3. Ki tchen equipment from Runnals must
be returned within 24 hours of signout time or the
signee will be billed .
4. All keys must be returned by desk closing,
Repe at ed offenses will resul t in loss of ac cess
to facilities,
5; Ping pong balls will be sold at the receptionist 's desk for 25 cents a piece.
W e ask for your cooperation. After all , in
misusing t he facili t ies y o u 're only was t ing your

own money and inconveniencing others.

Thank you ,

/s/ Robin Hamill

/s/ Diana Krauss

/s/ Bruce D. Cummings

Well , I figured it was about time for an
1FL article. In case anyone didn 't notice
or hear , LCA went undefeated through
both the regular season and the p layoffs
(despite Tau Delt) to wrap up their first 1FL
hockey champ ionship that I ever remember.
The first line of Jeff Lentz , Marty Labkowitz
and Mark Curtis was devastating and the
stead y p lay of the defense and the checking
of the second line rounded out the team 'to
a workable and efficient machine. Naturally,
Tau Delt gave them the most trouble , except
for the playoffs , which was won going away
After all , though , what 's an IFL final (fo r
the past four years) without Tau Delt and
Lambda Chi? Most of the animosity has
left , but none of the competitive spirit and
desire has been dampened at all. The class
of 1974 has been competing for four years,
and now all that 's left is graduation. But
wait! There 's still softball! Good grief , I
hope the two of us m ake it. By the time
this is printed softball will be starting, so
watch for a preview of the season.
"Chopper "

Sugar
Cuban
Ed Walcza k

Leonid Brezhnev 's visit last month , and recent
innuendos by top Washington officials, have temporaril y brought Cuba out from the dark subconscience of the American m ind and into the
perip heral vision of the American eye. While
still in view, it may be an appropriate tim e to
re-examine U.S. policy vis-a-vis Cuba and h ypothesize upon the implications of Brezhnev 's tri p.
The U.S. has been boycotting Cuba ever since
1960. It was at this time that Castro 's virulent
anti-Am erican jabs , expropriation of sacrosanct
oil refineries and increasing coziness with the USSR
sparked a tremendous tide of antipathy among the
'omniscient "public and an urge to lash out against
the small intimidator. Being an election year, the
Republicans , Democrats, and even innocuous Ike
felt obliged to answer the public outcry in hopes
of reap ing party votes. But what made Castro
scream? Primarily his desire to secure Soviet economic aid , and p lay the U.S. off against the USSR
to maintain Cuba 's independence and diversification. The U.S. public mistook this for unm itigated anti-Americanism , and Pentagon officials
Jumped at the chance to black Cuba 's obvious
efforts to advance revolution in Latin America.
And a travesty was born. Ike cut the sugar
quota , ,banned all U.S. exports to Cu ba , and denied
them banking facilities. Demonstrating the respect it has for Latin American nations (and some
still wonder why Nixon got stoned!), th e U.S.
virtu ally forced the Organization of American
States to sever relations with Castro, But Cuba did
not collapse . What the U.S. cut in sugar imports,
the USSR and China picked up. U.S. "imp erialistic coercion " served as a convenient excuse for
Castro in deflecti ng domestic discontent , and
pushed Cuba into the welcoming grasp of the
U SSR—where it has remained ever since.
Brezhnev 's message, last month , was that
better relations between the U.S. and Cuba, are in
the USSR's best interest, The Soviet Union.simp ly
cannot afford to send over thre e billion dollars
worth of doles to Cuba each y ear. Herein lies the
U. S. 's "second chance; " an opportunity to correct
our previous errors . Henry Kissinger recently
announced that the U.S. was relinquishing its
u sual demands that Cuba cut military ties with
M oscow a nd repay t h e need y comglomerates fornationaliza tions before lifting the embargo, The
stage is now set.
Our economic boycot t can have no more than
symbolic effe ct in this age of global interdepen den ce, One nation . cannot succeed in such an
endeavor alone. Moreover , con t inued ec o nomic
coercion serves only t o keep Cuba and t he USSR
hand-in-hand , because Cuba cannot find a market
for its sugar outside both the U.S. and USSR.
continued on pa v

State
of the
Unions HI
Rob Burgess

Shortl y before Spring break the Student Government Symposia Series held an open discussion
on the State of the Unions at Colby. The twenty
or so people present represented a wide crosssection of interests and experience : students,
administrators, faculty , and buildings and grounds
personnel.
The two hour long meeting started with a
series of presentations, followed by discussion.
Bruce Cum mings, Student Activities Director ,
spoke of his ideas of what a union should be,
and where Colb y 's failings were in this regard.
Prof. James Armstrong, Chairman of the CSFC
Task Force on Colb y 's physical plant, described
Colb y 's building plan and what has happened to
it—the financial problems, the priorities , etc.
Finall y, Prof. Douglas Archibal d, who heads an
Ad Hoc Com mittee on the Perform ing Arts,
spoke about a Colb y theatre . The use to which
the current "unions " are to be put cannot realisti call y by assessed without considering Colby 's
needed theatre .
In his presentation , Bruce Cummings described the historical development of the campus:
a co-ordinate arrangement until recently—one
side for worn en , the other for men. With fraternities and sororities as the keystones of campus
life , the unions developed accordingly. Roberts
had the large rooms for team meals, break-up
din ners, conferences and so on. The smaller ,
more eloquent facilities of Runnals were perfect
for sorority teas. The tremendous growth of
campus organizations , as well as the joining of
the two campuses, was never envisione d when the
unions were constructed. The bookstore, infirmary , and mail rooms were tacked on later.
What currentl y exists is a helter-skelter of
locations of campus organizations with the resulting inconveniences. But Cummings sees the
uni ons as more than just a headquarters. Hopefully, a union would complement the academic
arrangement of the campus , with facilities for
seminars , lectures, discussions , po et ry reading s,
films and music. But also, and more importantl y,
it is hoped th at a union would be a real social
center , th e hub of campus life. As things stand
now, Colb y 's residential life is lack ing, with the
uni on s rar ely b eing used , most people finding
their entertainment at a downtown pub.
Cummings' consJusi on wa s, as mi gh t be expected,
tha t Colby needs a new, centrally located union.
Prof, Arm strong 's rather startling set of facts
and fi gures seemed to pu t the prospect of a new
union far ther out of reach. Thc-1 969 "Plan for
Colb y " was a $4.7 million construction plan. On
the list of new items was a theatre , an addition to
Bixler , a scien ce addi t ion , new residence for studen ts (Johnson and Averill being converted into
offices ) , a new cen ter housing the Infirmary,
Spa, Books t ore , and Pos t Office , and finally
the renovation of existing dorms. With the Bixler
Addi tion costing nearly $1 m illion (twice as
much as was expected), and rising costs elsewhere,
all building plans were shelved . The remainder of
the $4.7 million was put into the general operating

budget to meet the rising operating costs of the
college.
The Committee to Study the Future of Colby
was organized partly in response to how to develop Colby 's physical p lant. The CSFC has delineated four areas in need or rehabilitation: the
science buildings, the perform ing arts, the infirmary and the unions. The priority the CSFC has
arrived at is that the educational program will
be tended to first, then residences, a n d fina l ly
buildings for special uses. This last category
presumably includes the unions.
Don 't expect any new buildings for a while.
Renovation is the order of the day. Presentl y it
is costing Colby $1.25 per sq. ft. of building space
per year to heat and maintain. With such costs,
the college must be assured that it is utilizing
all its available space as efficiently as possible.
The cost of renovating a building is approximatel y
$25 per sq. ft., com pared to nearly $80 sq. ft.
for the construction of new buildings. Also,
with renovation , no new heating or maintenance
costs are incurred as would be the case for a new
bmlding.
As mentioned earlier , the use to which our
current "unions" will be put cannot be considered
without considering the new theatre. According
to Prof . Archibald , four architects have been contacted , each receiving a package of information
about Colby. The response has been encouraging.
A few years back , good architects would not touch
guilding projects under $5 million. No longer is
this the case. The recycling idea has reached them
and renovation is now considered an honorable
challenge . The next logical and likely step is
the hiring"of an architectural consultant.
The theatre being envisioned would seat from
600 to 650 people, and would be capable of theatre
in the round , proscenium arch and experimental thea tre. Runnals is the likeliest candidate for
renovation.
Where does this leave the student union? If a
new union is not constructed , Roberts is the onl y
alternative. It is worth seriously considering this
location. The factionalism on campus so obvious
a few years ago has largely subsided , but has not
comp letely disappeared. Are Roberts or Runnals
therefore viable alternatives to the need for a
union? The distance across campus is small compared to some universities, but here at Colby, it
is a rather large psychological distance.
Is the design of a building as important to its
efficient use and to the type of life that goes on
within it? This approaches the old question of can
a building develop a community? It was felt by
the students at the meeting that ' building design,
very much influences its interior life style. Life
in Dana and the New Dorms arc very much
qu alitively different.
The ball is bad ;in the students' court. If
one of the unions is converted into a theatre, will
the other suffice as a union? If not , to wh at ineffi cient use can it be put? And can students then
wait the several years that appear will intervene
before the construction of a new union is
possible?
These are th e type of questions that will have
to be answered before any final decision can be
made. The symposia scries provided the avenue
for their asking—hopefull y they can be satisfactorily answered .

SUGARfrom page 3
In view of the above facts, I suggest t ha t t he
U.S. cast aside its adolescent ambitions of stifling
"revolu t ion " in Latin America , make an a tt empt
to understand tlie real motives and complexities
in La t in A merican poli t ics , and lif t t he Cuban
em bargo. It is time that those hard headed poli tical "realis t s" who view Cuba as a loyal extension
of "communis t " USSR regain tou ch with reality.

MITCHELL:
Ideas for Maine
On Monday, April 15, George Mitchell,
the man whose nam e and face you 've no
doubt seen on campaign buttons and posters,
the man who is seeking the Democratic
nomination for Governor, was here at Colby.
Disavowing any relationship with another Mitchell
in our political scene , George Mitchell takes a
good legal background and a good Democratic
background into the campaign : he has served
for six years on the Democratic National
Committee, part of that tim e on the Executive
Committee ; and he has held a similar Executive
position on the Maine Dem ocratic Committee.
A Waterville native, Mitchell is a 1954 Bowdoin
graduate, and a 1962 Georgetown Law graduate.
He also has spent time working for Sen. Muskie.
At a lunchtime meeting, Mitchell conceded
that a recent Bangor paper article was correct
in labelling the Democratic Gubernatorial
Nomination Race as "Kelley v. Mitchell. " An
op inion poll conducted in March by the Republican candidates (no Democratic candidate
is rich enough to conduct such a poll himself!)

put Kelley with 28% of the vote, and Mitchell
with 24%. This is approximatel y where
Mitchell sees the race now.
What most people at Colby heard (he
attended Prof. MaisePs class) was Mitchell's
views on election reform. In the presidential
arena , all financing should be public, he felt.
Ri chard N ix on spen t $66 million to win ,
George McGovern $48 million to lose. If
something is not done, Mi t ch ell woul d n ot be
surpris ed t o see som eone spend $100 million
in 1976. Election laws would put a ceiling on
expendi t ur e, and manda tory full disclosure would
virtually elim ina te illegal contributions. On
the state and local level , Mi tc hell would prefer
t o see a "m ixed " con tributions schemepublic financing bu t also all owing dona t i ons
of less t han , say $250. Politics is very much
a selling game, he no t ed , and the elimination
of all ways for people to show their choice,
at least at the local level, would nei t her be
beneficial nor desirable,
To facili t a t e hones t y in poli t ics , Mi t chell
end orses full prior disclosure of funds by
candida tes in bo t h primaries and general elect ions ,
and full disclosure of all funds collec t ed b y
public offi ceholders,
On policies for Maine , Mi tchell was clear:
Maine needs a dras tically im proved economy.
His statistics corroborated convincingl y! one
of every six Maine families is below the federal
poverty level; and one of every five rural Maine
continued on pag e 11

STU-G: AN IDEA WHOSE TIME HAS PASSED
Hank Goldman
As a th ree year veteran of Monday ni ght
Stu-G m eetings, I can honestly say I have never
so consistently wasted so much tim e in m y life.
The rationale behind this weekly torture is
probably unknown to those who have belonged
to Stu-G and maintained any reasonable
record of attendance. As for myself , it
wasn't to feed my own ego or political ambitions, nor was it a place to speak out in order
to hear myself spea"k. It was I think the hope
that the Student Body would assert their role
in determining their own education and the
rules governing the Student Community,
either through Stu-G or some other type of
meeting. I came from a very liberal hi gh school
in which there was a good deal of support
behind a Student-Faculty Forum. Any
organization of this type, it would appear , is
out of the question at Colb y due to the general
attitudes of the faculty , which wishes to maintain
its supremacy in all academic areas. Stu-G
never took this role, perhaps because of its
complete. lack of power in the college stru cture,
perhaps because of the uninterest of the Stu-G
representatives, or perhaps because of the lack
of Student Body mandate. Whatever the
reason(s), Stu-G today serves no purpose but
to slow down the administrative functions of
spending money and appointing people to the
College Comm ittees (and over the years even
degenerating in this capacity). Most of what
is voted on , is done so as a token stamp of
approval. In fact there is so little interest in
Stu-G that many times meetings fall short of
a quorum—a fact which must be ignored if
anything is to get done. The ECHO hasn't
even bothered to cover meetings. The latter
is perhaps the reason that the average student
is entirely unaware that a proposal for a new
Student Association to replace the present
Stu-G is now in its final stages.
During the past year a group of very interested
and involved students in Stu-G has in various
ways attempted to make Stu-G more responsive
to the Student Bod y, under the leadershi p of
the outgoing Executive Board. Such was
the essence of a Student Affairs Committee
proposed by Tom Heubner. The problem is
that the present system , with a 45 person
Legislatu re, does not readily lend itself to the
type of changes that these people were attempting
to institute. The present structure is in such
poor health that it appears to be quietly sufferi ng
a long, slow death.
It doesn 't take one very long to realize
that Stu-G is unresponsive, slow moving, and not
a government of the Student Body at all. Most
representatives once elected , volunteered, or
suckered into the job are seldom heard from in
their own dorrn in this capacity and rarely make
an effort to solicit student opinion. They merely
speak their own minds and represent their own
point of view if they even attend m eetings.
Some dorms and Fraternity houses go unrepresented the entire year. Whatever comes before
Stu-G is either rushed through with more grunts
for, than against , or else is debated for an
extended period (usuall y inversely proportional
to the importance of the issue) with the same
point being hashed over again and again.
Though , I am proud to say , that we rarel y degenerate to the level of discussing the imp lications
of "the " 's and "a" 's as the Faculty Meeting
frequently docs, the fact that remains here ,
is that after all this debate the outcome of
it vote is evident well in advan ce of the actual
vote. There is also the fact that Stu-G can
pass resolutions from now until who knows
when , but the essence of the resolutions very
rarel y effect the progress or outcome of any
particular issue, and if it docs , it does so only
because the Faculty or Administration is willing
to let it. They could just as easily have ignored
or rejected the resolution, Because of its lack

of student support , Stu-G commands no
respect. So even when Stu-G attempts to act
as a government it fails: it is in fact not a
government nor is it recognized as such by
the Student Body, the Faculty, or the Administration.
On Monday, March 11, I moved what follows,
which was tabled to a special meeting on Wednesday, March 13 due to the lack of a quorum
(actuall y only six students showed up). On
Wednesday it passed after merely 10 minutes
of debate, far less time than is normally spent
on such a major issue. (Indeed , we have at
some meetings over the past three years spent
more time debating whether or not to adjourn ,
or finish the little we have left on the agenda,
with the irony being that the motion to adjourn
is non-debatable.) Perhaps it was the sudden and
instantaneou s realization that we, Stu-G, were
in desperate need of help; perhaps it was because
it was a Wednesday night , a night not normally
designated for Stu-G work ; perhaps it was an
awareness that we may never again have a quoru m
present at a meeting (and in actuality, we haven't
had a quorum since that tim e). Better yet,
I believe it was because the feeling from the
Stu dent Body, as a whole, was that Stu-G is
just about equal to the sum of its parts—notning ;
a view it had finally impressed on its Student
Representatives. _ And from the representatives
point of view, it was the recognition of the
tremendous waste of energy by relatively few
students over the past year. Moved, seconded ,
and passed:
A committee of no more than 5 students
plus a chairman be set up, by Student Government soliciting and electing volunteers, empowered
to draw up a new Student Government Constitution or the constitution of an organization
to replace Student Government. This committee
is to bring this new proposal in by Monday,
April 15 or earlier , and with the approval of
Student Government set up this new student
government by:
A. Conducting a referendum for approval
of the new constitution by the Student Body
and if approved ;
B. to bring the new organization as defined by
the constitution into being, as should be provided
for under the new constitution.
This committee must open its meetings
at all times to anyone who is interested in
attending and it m ust hold at least one all
campus meeting prior to when the referendum
is held (if held).
Since that time a committee, of which I subsequentl y became the chairperson , has been
formed. We have spent ,a great deal of time
and energy meeting at least twice a week
for 2 or 3 hours, as well as outside the meetings.
We developed an outline from current
proposals and our own thoughts , and decided
on the approach :

Prologue;
Art, 1
Executive Committee;
Art, II
Students on Committees;
Art, III All Campus Meeting;
Art, IV Judiciary;
Art, V Amendments.
We felt , first of all , that since we were developing
a new system , signifi cantly different from the
present Stu-G , that new elections would be
necessary if the constitution , passed. Secondly,
we felt the approach wc had to take was to
ask each student voting on the new organization—
the Student Association-to ask himself if he
feels that this new organization will serve the
Student Bod y as a whole, better than the
present systcm-Stu-G. We felt this approach
was necessary because without it there is
too much room open for opposition .
The thrust of the proposed Student Association is threefold ; To increase student inpu t
continued on page 8

TAXMAN
Rob Burgess
Roy Meyers, a Colby Sop homore fr om
Ridgewood , New Jersey, has been working for
PIRG since second semester. Responding to
an interest he had in PIRG , he met with the
Staff on one of their weekly visits to Colby.
Roy is now PIRG's principal researcher into
property taxes.
No arm twisting appears to have been
involved in Roy's decision to tackle this
extremely esoteric subject. His findings will
be of great importance to PIRG 's Land Use
project-its largest on-going project.
The command Roy now has over concepts
such as average assessment ratio , coefficient
of dispersion and other equally com plicated
tax terms, has not come easily. It is only now,
after three months of background reading into
Nader reports, studies from U. Chicago and
UC LA , and a thoroug h look at the Maine
situation, that Roy is becoming com fortable
with the subject. But he feels he still has a long
way to go before he can make recommendations
for improvement of the existing law, and know
such improvements will not be attacked .
A primary focus of his investigation has been
a 1973 Maine Law (which does not require
comp liance until 1980), which attempts to
overhaul Maine's property tax system. Some
of the requirements of the new law are
requirements for the job of assessor, the amalgamation
of Maine 's 496 districts into fewer than 100,
and a new abatement process. The Dunham
Report, Roy described , was a review of the Maine
tax system . It recommended the reduction of
Maine's tax districts to somewhere between
12 to 20. Roy sees a possible outcome of his
PIRG work as the lobbying of the Bureau of
Property Taxation for a reduction in the number
of districts.
What he finds to be the m ost intriguing
aspect so far is the abatement process—the
process whereby one appeals if one feels one
has been overassessed. As the new law currently
stands, this process, which is indeed important , is
a muddle. Roy would hope to see a Tax Courtone single agency establishing tax policy, instead
of the three that will exist in 1980. He also
feels the abatement process on a small scale
could be better handled in the Small Claims
Court. It is expected when the research is
completed , that PIRG will publish a Citizen 's
Booklet on rights as Property Taxpayers,
particularl y the right to abatement.
What is remarkable about Roy 's dedication
to this PIRG project, is the areas he has been
exposed to. An above-average understanding
of a system that we will all be subject to sooner
or later is but one personal result.
The ability to use city files, abatement hearing
reports, and so on , is no mean feat , but something
his PIRG work has necessitated. Further
afield , Roy 's visits to Augusta to meet legislators
and administrators , and even a visit with New
Jersey PIRG tax people over Spring break, is a
type of research rarely seen in classwork.
Now the sales pitch: Unlike the average
term paper or Jan Plan , Roy 's work wil l be
put to serious business—perhaps even legislation.
PIRG work , if arranged with a professor can be
done for credit. Think about it for next fall.
You can do som ething good for yourself and **the people of M aine. What could be better.

Benign
Neglect
Barbara Badger

There are students who go through Colb y
without having one female professor. Colby
started as an all-male school , and , in terms of
faculty, has essentially remained one. At least
this is the feeling of several women professors here
now. As of last spring, there were 119 males to 21
females in all ra'nked faculty positions , and all
of the part-time positions were held by females.
Some departments had (some still don 't) no women
at all in faculty positions. Members of the faculty
and administration have offered reasons for this
paroch ialism in the fa ce of the nation-wide
effort by women to gain equal emp loyment
rights. Earl Smith , Associate Dean of Students and
chairperson of President Strider 's Affirmative
Action Committee, stated , "In the matter of
faculty [as opposed to non-academic staff] , of
course, you 're dealing with availability, availability
meaning being able to find ten years ago when we
hired a chairman of a physics department , a woman
who would have been able to do that , which is
still true to a certain extent. " Professor R. Mark
Benbow of the English department exp lained ,
"Colb y just isn 't attractive enough—it 's a closed
social situation which makes it hard for a woman ,
especiall y a single woman , to settle and be happy. "
Dean of Faculty Paul G. Jensen agreed that
availability of qualified women was part of the
problem and commented , "The number of women
who graduate from graduate schools, that percentage
is fewer than men. So on a faculty ', you 're reall y
going to have to scramble to get anywhere near
the ratio of women you ought to have. In a college
like this , it ought to be close to fifty-fifty. Another
problem is that women are much more dependent
on their spouses than men are in terms of where they
will go for a job. And , thirdl y, if you 're going to
have a woman teaching who is married and whose
husband is professionally engaged , it 's going to be
much more difficulty for him to find a job in
Waterville , Maine , than if he were in Boston. "
Dean Jensen also pointed out that Colby made a
determined effort last spring to recruit women to
app ly for available positions. Professor Priscilla
Doel of the Modern Languages Department suggested
that perhaps Colby had been influenced toward
that effort by the report on the status of women
atColby which was sent to the officers of the
College and to the Equal Employment Opp ortunity
Commission by the Committee of the American
Association of University Professors here. Ms. Doel ,
who was on that committee , feels that any of
the appointments m ade last spring of women were
sheer tokenism , n oting that the appointments were
mainly one-year and sabbatical replacements.
Profe ssor Michele Heitzman of the Sociology
Department agreed : "When a college hires a woman
professor , it is vi ewed as 'giving a woman a break' ,
but many of those appointments arc only for a
year. It 's a kin d of tokenism designed to get the
government off their backs. " Ms. Heitzman commented
further on how a woman is discriminated against in
the hiring process: "The discrimination is subtle,
and difficult to prove, but it 's th ere. Statistically,
women who hold doctoral degrees tend to be
m ore competent than men in their professions. But
administrations p lead t ha t hiring m o re w o m e n m eans
lowering their standards, Even in an intervicwwhi ch is condu ct ed t yp i call y by a fiftyish male
administrator or department chairperson-a stercot ypi cally "f eminine " w o man is jud ged 'no t strong
en ough to control a class ', and a m ore aggressive ,
asse r t ive w om a n is jud ged 'a li tt l e screwy, not a
real w o man ' ." Ms. Heitzman also stated that
the traditional male view of "academician " au to-:
ma tically excludes women because they traditionall y
have less confidence , bu t n ot necessarily less
competence,
Even when a woman succeeds , in being hired by
continued on page 7
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a college, she faces discrimination. "Merit raises"
and tenure are granted on the basis of several
factors, including "contribution to the college
community ." Among other things, that means
committee work. According to Dean Jensen ,
faculty are appointed to some com m ittees b y
President Strider with the advice of the Dean of
Faculty . On other committees, some members are
elected b y the faculty as a whole and some are
appointed , and these are the important committees.
Ms. Doel observed that women tend to be appointed
to unimportant committees. She was put on the
now-defunct "Social Committee" ("We were
supposed to plan a faculty Christmas party. "), and
on the Commencement Committee, where she
was responsible for ordering the flowers : "Not
exactly power-comm ittees. Power-corn m ittees,
tend to be controlled b y tenured faculty—and on
this cam pus, that means males, almost exclusively, "
Ms. Doe] suggested. Therefore , women are not
included in many m ajor decisions.
Another aspect of the problem is the tenure
system. Recom m endations for tenure are made by
chairpersons of departments. These recom mendations
are then voted on by the Academic Council,
which is made up of all tenured professors, again
overwhelmingly male (there are 3 tenured female
professors). Ms. Heitzman , Ms. Doel , and Professor
Eleanor Kerkham of the Modern Languages
Department suggested that the Academic Council
tends to perpetuate itself in granting tenure to many
more male professors than female professors. One
reason , they said , is that wom en are fired before
a tenure decision is faced . Another reason is
that most positions which are held by wives of
faculty who will "always" be available because their
husbands are here, are part-time positions , which
precludes their ever getting tenure. The official
reasons offered by Mr. Benbow and Deans Smith
and Jensen are again availability of qualified women
and the desire to ensure that "you have the best
women and the desire to ensu re that "you have
the best person possible for that position. "
The problem of subtle discrimination—eve n if
only through "neglect "—is not confined to the teaching
faculty. A look inside the offi ces in Eustis show
that all of the policy-making administrative positions—
except one—are held by men. The exception is
Associate Dea n of Students Doris L. Downing, l
who feels that women perhaps unintentionall y are
not well-represented in decision-making : "Even
ju st the p hysical set-up of our offices with Dean
Smith' s and Dean Wyman 's offi ces connected
throug h the secretaries ' offices, and mine across
the hall , tends to make communications flow
a little less easily." Changes have been made in
her job since she assumed the position in 1970:
ch a nges whi ch hav e narrowe d h er ar ea of influ en ce
and concern. Her prim ary responsibility is housing
of all students, as opposed to advising and housing
women. She feels strongly that there heed to be
more women in administration , as well as on the
fa cul ty, especially in a counseling position: "I
counsel some students, mainly be cause so many
problems stem from housing diffi culties. Nurse
Sargent , 1 know , looks after some students that
way , and Mrs . Todrank. But we can 't assume that
they should take the whole responsibility. Many
limes I' ve had women students come in with a
problem and say they could 'never ' talk about it
to a man. Sure, we sh ould have a woman as a
professional counselor to st uden ts, simply so
students could choose which they 'd feel more
comfortable with. " One of the clinica l psych ologis t s
should be a woman , for example. Bu t with no
such posi t ion open , the chances are slim. Neither
are women being "moved up " in to administrative
posi tions (See "Hell o and Goodbye " in the last
ECHO). It docs not appear likel y t ha t Colby 's
male-domina ted power structu re will change in the
hear fu ture.
Tha t is no t t o say t ha t no t hing has been done.
Colb y was investi ga t ed a year ago on charges of
discrimin ation against female non-academic staff.
In t ha t case , Colb y 's maids were being paid less
than the janitors for essentially the same work.
Their pay has since been equalized. Fur ther ,.
Presiden t Strider appointed an A ffirmative Action
continued on page ll

The Making of a Feminist
You may have seen posters around campus this
week announcing a Women 's Festival Week and
wondered what the festivity was about : this is to
let you know what we 're doing and why we're
doing it.
This is the "What ":
April 15 Monday-Filmsjfree) in Lovejoy 100
The films deal with top ics related to the Women 's
Movement; among them is an excellent documentary
on abortion called "It Happens to Us. "
April 17 Wednesday-Film entitled "Crisis:Women
in Higher Education " and reshowing of the above
in Lovejoy at 3:00. In Sturtevant Lounge at 7:30
a panel of women from Brunswick will be here to
discuss the relationship of the Gay Movement to the
Women 's Movement. Informal discussion on this
and/or related top ics.
April 21 Sunday-Miriam Palmer will be here to
give a poetry reading in Dunn Lounge at 4:00.
April 22 Monday-Miriam Palmer will be back ,
this time to speak on Women and Madness in Maine.
Sturtevant Lounge at 7:30.
During the week there will also be an exhibit
of p hotograp hs by Rita Hammond , a free-lance
photographer from New York; the photos are a
combination of two exhibits: "Women Are Man y
Faces, " and "Man and Boy. "
Now , as to "Why ":
Principally we "(The Women 's Group) are doing
this because for the first time, we can do it. By now
most of us know what Women 's Liberation stands for
and we also know that sitting around feeling angry
and put upon A) will waste a lot of time and energy,
B) won 't change a damn thing and C) will actuall y
weaken indiv idual and group. So we are doing
something instead. The festival is a recognition
that the group exists, it is a chance to feel good
together and it is a means of educating the women
of Colby to the problems and issues of the Women 's
Movement. The festival week is the Women 's Group
fum bling toward finding its voice , lt is a quiet
reminder to others that we are here and" that we are
not- 1. going to go away .
I wasgoingto follow the above reasons/explanations
with something hig h flown and idealistic about
"furthering the struggle for liberation ," but I find
I can 't do it. I have said all I can truthfully say on
behalf of the Women 's Group; now I m going to
tell y ou why I am committed to it.
Well , I was sitting in th e library downtown last
Saturday afternoon , reading Marge Piercy 's
Small Changes (which is an ok book , by the way);
if you remember , it was pretty raw outside , so 1
was glad to be in a clean , well-lighted p lace like
the library. 1 should exp lain that to me libraries
arc sacred p laces; I can always find space , peace
and order there. No one bothers you , y ou a re always
safe. It 's really nice to completely forget about
defenses for a while. Anyway , I was sitting at the
table in the corner over by the books on Maine,
facing the magazines, with my back to the books.
There weren 't many o t her people around , one or
two kids and a couple of the regulation geezers
floa t ing in and out. Then a young man came in
and sat down at the head of my table. I regist ered
t his peri p herally, wondering why he sa t t h ere when
there were many other empty seats, at empty tables.
Peop le usuall y do that , choose an empty, unless
they know you. I was reading my book so for the
most part I ignored him , it wasn 't important. I
•was a little annoyed that he was sitting so closely
when there was so much other..- space he could
have taken , so I shif t ed t o a si tt ing posi t ion facing
away from him bu t didn 't bother getting up and moving
I m ean , I was t here firs t and for me t o m ove and
thus make known my annoyance to him and to
anyone else who happened to be watching would
have been unreasonable. We read for a while. Then
I noticed the table was shaking slightly , bu t couldn 't
qui te figure where the vibration was coming from . I
grew a little more annoyed at this minute but irritating
intrusion of my privacy ;gradually my book reabsorbed
me. Af ter a while I got up to get a drink and he

looked up; our eyes met. I don 't generall y avoid
eye contact with strangers althoug h I should because
it is sometimes read as an invitation but I don 't
feel I should have to be carefu l abou t where I look.
He was reading magazines and got up to get a new one
from time to time; our eyes found themselves '
meeting several more times. We read some more.
Then something creepy happened ; well , it didn 't
exactly happen , it 's just that I noticed something. I
was sitting there reading but growing progressively
more uneasy. The table was still vibrating ; my stomach
began to clench and unclench but I couldn 't
p inpoint the cause. I just knew that on some subliminal
level my body was responding to a threat. I had just
about decided the threat was in my imag ination when 1
read the part in Small Changes about Husband
Jim rap ing Runaway Wife Beth, and it dawned on
me—the reason the man was sitting there so closely,
the reason the table was shaking. He was masturbating underneath his .magazine. I sneaked a peek ,
no doubt abou t it. At first I was shocked at myself
for thinking that. Ridiculou s, you must be wrong,
I said to myself. This is Waterville , Maine. Moreover
this is the Waterville Public Library. If 1 was sitting
in some gru ngy theater watching a porno flick, I
could understand it. Besides, there were p eople
in the library, not many, but still...then I realized
that because the table at which we were sitting
was in the corner, out of sight of the desk, nobod y
but me would see anything but a man sitting there
reading a magazine. I also realized that the man
expected me either not to know what he was
doing or to ignore it. I was frozen with rage. I
found it intolerable that there should be an
intrusion of my private space, especially an
intrusion of that sort. I was angry at him , for
thinking he had the right to pull a trick like that , but
I was more angry at 'myself for camly sitting there
instead of jumping up and smashing his head
against a wall. But , you see, some ingrained
sen se of propriety stopped me; there was no reason
for me to desecrate my sanctuary simply because
he was. So I sat there staring at my book, assiduously
avoiding eye contact , hoping (still) I was wrong,
trying to persuade myself I hadn 't seen what I had seer
trying not to notice the table shaking. -I didn 't
change my seat; I wasn 't going to admit the existence
of such a scummy trick; however, I did inch to
the extreme far left edge of my chair, so that I was
half off it. 1 kept reading, hoping he would soon go
away and leave me alone. Then something more
creepy happen ed. I thought I sensed a hand softly
laid on> my chair , but I carefull y k ep t my ey es
trained on my book. No , I said to myself , he
wouldn 't dare ; there are very strong unwritten
rules about strangers touching each other. A few
minu tes later , my chair shook p erceptibly. Was
he trying to get my attention? 1 still sat there
frozen. Then I felt, thought I felt, the whisper
touch on my behind. Perhaps a bug had lit and
was crawling around? (yeah , sur e, in the library?);
I suppose I knew he was reaching bu t didn 't
want to look down , didn 't want to let him know
I knew , in case I was wrong. I looked at his face
then (you know , the cold stare), le tt ing him know
I though t he was out of his mind. Although he didn 't
look at me I knew he was aware I was looking at
him because his hand froze for an instant on my
chair. So ugly , that brown-red hand. Then I looked
back at my book and fli pped pages angrily, aler t ing
him that if he didn 't cut it out I was quite willing
t o make a scene bu t did no t wan t t o do so unnecessarily
He got up, put his magazine away and left. End of
episode.

Bu t no , it isn t. Because you know it 's only in a
continuing series of every day insu lts. You are

chastised for walking alone on the street-honked
at , yelled at, vic tim of obscene gestures and sounds.
And t he grabbers , when you hitch down town. I
should have learned not to take it all so personally,
bu t I do. So much ugliness. It is insane that it should
be t here , bu t wc are m ore insane if wc ignore it,
The time is past for running away. What it all comes
continued ow page TO
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. Does it ever occur to anyone just how many
"temporary " administrative workers there are
at Colby and just how many years these "temporary " workers hold their jobs? Colby's newest
"temporary " (this is getting to sound like an ad
for Manpower) is Ms. Curran , head librarian of
Miller Library. She will be around in her unofficial capacity for another three years and will still
hold the title of "Acting Head Librarian." But ,
unbeknown to many Colby students, there was
to be a replacement for Ms. Curran but that is a
long story and one might as well begin at the
beginning.
Dr. James Fraser, director of the Fairleigh
Dickinson library and the founder of "Modern
Philology, " a journal of some scholarly repute,
signed a contract about one year ago with the
school to fill a post -vacated by Mr. Kenneth Blake.
Dr. Fraser visited Colby and , for all intents and
purposes, appeared quite happy with the school's
ambiance yet beseemed a bit disturbed with the
college's rather provincial location and its distance
from New York , which remains one of the major
centers for publication and research. The administration felt Dr. Fraser was a bit unhap py with the
irremediable situation but , as he expressed no
overt dissatisfaction , assumed that the good doctor
would come and fulfill his duties as expressed
in his contract. Then , something happened.
Dr. Fraser's growing dislike of the school s
location finally grew quite vocal (but not unfriendl y)
His wife, used to the urban life of Ruthersford, New
Jersey, could not resign herself to the move of
over four hundred miles to Waterville , Maine,
home of Hathaway Shirts and Rurnmel's Ice Cream.
In other words, Dr. Fraser wanted out and out he
got. The contract was terminated peacefully
(unlike the great Hickox affair of some years past,
but , then again , that legal action challenged the
phraseology of the tenure clauses) and Dr. Fraser
remains in New Jersey, researching and writing,
happy and still urbanized.
Ms. Curran emphasized the amiability of the
agreement and then outlined , for the edification
of all Echo readers, her duties as Head Librarian.
She holds an administrative position; that means
paper work that no one wants and cares to do.
All acquisitions and/or requests for acquisitions
go through her office. Besides these duties, she
serves on the library committee, the Committee
to Study the Future of Colby and teaches one
class a semester in Victorian literature . To state
the case fairly, Ms. Curran does not sit around and
guard the Xerox machine with one steely eye and
memorize the dictionary with the other. She is
very much involved with the overall operation
and efficiency of the Miller setup and she is, .
happily, open to all suggestions.
At this time, she and some other mem bers of
the administration are planning a re-vamp of the
library staff. The new structu re will consist of
one assistant director of public services with an
assistant librarian under him/her , an assistant
director of technical serveces with a cataloguer
as an aide and an audio-visual librarian.
Before this reporter left, Ms. Curran outlined
several plans for a new set-up in the rare book
collections, expressing a desire to see more books
on Thomas Hard y, for example, out on the
shelves. But this remains in the head of our new
"temporary" librarian and the fruits of such
thinking will remain to be seen. Ms. Curran also
asked that the students be aware of her willingness to listen to all new and imaginative proposals
geared to assist the betterment of Miller Library.
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in the college, recognizing that working through
the College Comm ittees is the best and perh aps
the only way presently open tq students to
voice their ideas on various issues in a m eaningful way ; to streamline the administrative operations of the present Student Government;
and to give the ultimate decision making power
to the Student Body as a whole , through an
All Campus Meeting . Such a meeting, it is
hoped , woul d hel p develop a feeling of unity
and the realization of the common goals of the
entire student community.
In less than four weeks a helpless Stu-G
has initiated a change of itself. The light at
the end of a long tunnel appears to finally
be in sight. Last M onday night , with a few
minor changes, Stu-G (once again lacking a
quorum) voted an initial approval to place
the Student Association before the Student
Body. Next Monday, with a few minor
wording changes, it is hoped the final approval
will come. All comments in this article are
my. own. I hope that I have not distorted
anything, however I do realize that I have
generalized in many areas and I hope those
who do not fall under these generalizations
will forgive me. My effort here has been to
dram atize the present plight of Stu-G.
Anyone wishing to have a rough draft of
the proposed Student Association in the
final stages is welcome to pick one up from
me in Room 226, Pepper. The other members
of the committee are Clair Julian , Steve Mixter
Dave Roue, and Dave White-feel free to ask
them about the Student Association. In the
near future there will be an informative
meeting in Lovejoy for this purpose.
Being a representative to Stu-G will not
be an experience many will forget quickly,
though perhaps som e would like to, it has been
rewarding in its own way, but only to those who
have been involved. The time for change has
arrived , at least in the minds of the present
Stu-G members. It is time to recognize that
each student has his own opinions on each
issue and should have the ability to voice it,
and that a group of 45 students cannot serve
the Student Body efficiently under the
present system.
Next week: The content and the philosop hy
behind the Colby College Student Association
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both the professional and (in the last few weeks) personal lives of the cast. The others in the case have
aided extensivel y in scenery and costuming. Their
names are too numerous to mention , but must be
listed because of their importance—Juli Cassidy,
Dianne Chaplin , Claudia Sneider, John Orefice, Bob
Huxter , Richard Vann , Herb Landsman , David Ponanski , Tim Glidden , David French , Phil Freund ,
Martha Bernard , Sue Crowley, Sue Ridgely, Madeline
Theodore , Lyn Pitman , Nick Ballas , and last but certainl y not least, a brand new star which has appeared
from the freshman stratosphere-Chas Cowing. The
cast has someone to appeal to everyone—from CanCan Dancers, to crazy artists, to hum orous judges,
etc., ad infinitum.
It 's no secret that this production has been plagued with seriou s technical prol>lems(like , how to
build sets and clothe thirty people for under $55?)
yet anyone seeing the production will be astounded
at the glamour which the cast has created out of canvas, cardboard , and shoe strings (literally). Runnals
Gymnasium will be converted into sections of Paris
this weekend , and colorful "Parisians" will unroll
the story of how the scandalou s leg-kicking, pantyrcvealing "Can-Can"' was legalized. According to
Cole Porter , the legalization in 1894 of the Can-Can
was not a simple court case. A jud ge, Aristidc Forestiere, becomes personally involved with the proprietress of a naughty cafe. A pretty dancer is unintentionally used by her true love, an artist , to gain him
success in le beau monde d'art, An evil art critic
stages a duel , and a snake tempts Eve. The law
prompts true love, swash-buckling adventure , and
rib-tickling comedy and fine music (such as "I Love
Paris" and "Never be an Artist "). The cast and sets
arc ready and waiting for that last necessary clcmentthe audience.

Planned
Short age
Another branch of the Com muni ty Action
Program in Waterville is The Family Planning
office. The State and Federally funded program ,
which started seven years ago, has grown from
30 members to 468. It is reassuring to learn
about one shortage in today's society that is
actively pursued.
The program is designed for low income
families. What is provided for participants is
complete "reproductive " coverage. Upon
joining, a woman receives a complete pervic
examination and venereal disease testing. The
examinations are given twice a month at
both Thayer and The Osteopathic H ospital in
Waterville, each examination being the equivalent
of $65 worth of tests. After consultation with
a doctor, a husband and wife decide which
birth control device they would like, and then
such contraceptives are provided f ree. Depending
on the type of contraceptive, women will
return for re-exam ination at either six month
or one year intervals.
The Family Planning Progra m is quite
distinct and separate from The Planned Parenthood
Organization , which is a profit making organization
using a sliding scale for fees, depending upon
members' needs. Fam ily Planning, on the other
hand, is entirely free if one meets the financial
qualifications.
The Office also provides abortion referral.
For pregnancies less than 12 weeks, abortions
can be performed in either Brunswick or Portland.
For those over 12 weeks, patients are referred to
Eastgate Hospita l in New York , for saline
treatments.
The spreading of the birth control gospel
is just as important as the provision of contraceptives. The important job is very adequatel y
performed by Sonja Hackey and Dawn M iller
in the Waterville CAP office , Brenda Holmez
also in the Waterville area. Eilene Steward in
Skowhegan and Jud y Martin in Hartland. These
women make up the Outreach Program . By
talking with worn en's groups, in homes, schools
and other civic organizations , Outreach workers
inform eligible women of the existence of the
Family Planning Service. Almost like afternoon
tea parties, the Outreach workers will visit
groups of women in homes , show films and
answer questions on birth control. The whole
process is carried on very informally and
candidl y.
To help allay the fears of some women
about birth control, the office has plastic
models of the female reproductive organs to
show women how their bod y functions and how
contraceptives work. They also have a pliable
plastic model of a chest on which women can
practice feeling for lumps in the breasts which
can signify breast cancer.
The program is very thorough in all its
regards-from information , to the actual
provision of services, to follow up visits.
Although the service does not extend to college
students (it did for a while but students were
flooding the clinics preventing the low income
families from participatin g), both Ms, Hackey
and Ms. Miller would be more than willing to
come to the campus to talk with any group
of interested students-male or female. You're
never too old to learn something new,
especially on such an interesting topicl

Ed Kemp
And the shows just keen on coming! In a
semester which has already seen some fine student
productions, last weekend's Thurber Carnival ,
under the jolly guidance of Greg Smith and Al
Rosellini , kept its audience laughing through an
evening of the humorist 's finest moments. The
party atmosphere, helped along by balloons,
music by Scott Jop lin , and dancing in the aisles,
formed an enjoyable framework for the antics of
a lively cast.
The two directors were responsible not only
for a lot of very clever stage business, but for
some hilarious performances themselves. Al
Rosellini demonstrated effectively that the wolf
still lurk s among us, while his Walter Mitty brought
heroics to that hen-pecked husband's fantasies.
If General Lee was such a staunch wet blanket as
Greg Smith suggested , it is no wonder that the
Confederacy went under. The "Gentlemen
Shoppers " skit brought the two together as
boozy husbands in a woman's department store,
putting away gold handbags and cocktails with
equal abandon.
As a thoroughly unlibera ted bombshell ,
Dale-Marie Crooks brought off supporting roles
of secretary and nurse assistant with a great deal
of eye-batting seductiveness. One of the best
performances of the evening was that of Ann
Holloway in "The Unicorn in the Garden "
where her aborted attempt to ship her husband
off to the booby-hatch was enlivened by superb
character acting. And in her third appearance
on stage this year , Rebecca Hushing rose to
shrewish hei ghts as Mrs. Preble and Mr. Walter
Mitty, scowling and scolding her way to many welldeserved laughs.
An unfamiliar face in Colby theatrics, Stephen
Bolduc , had the audience in the palm of his hand
with his version of a hung-over U.S. Grant wobbling to a surprising surrender. Phil Gledhill' s
grimaces and assured air made him convincing
in multi ple roles as an Englishman , a department
store manager, and the homicidal Mr. Preble.
In minor parts, both Twila Purvis and Kevin
Manion proved satisfactory.
Beginning and concluding with a Laugh-Inlike format of dancing and oncliners, the production was brightened by three large flats which
revolved to disclose a series of backdrops. The
artwork , executed by Ra ch el Hyman , Prudence
Hoerter , Elly M cGuir e, and Jane Liljedahl , was
excellent , v arying from an offic e do min at ed b y
a water cooler , to a lonely Pacific isle. In the
Walter Mitty sequence, these revolving flats and
spcciallightingeffccts were most successful in
achieving easy transitions between the fantasy
worlds and the street.
As in dividuall y brilliant as the sequences
were , t h e overall production was somewhat marred
by uneven timing and technical difficulties. The
musical in terludes , well played by William Tuttle
at t he piano , had a tendency t o break up t he pace
of t he show , leaving the audience puzzled by a dark ,
emp ty stage. Whether through insufficient li gh t ing
or set-changing problems, some of t he sequences
started up too slowly and only gradually achieved
their momentum . Predictably , some ski t s worked
be tt er t han ot hers, the ones which called for
ex t ended narra t ion , for ins tance ,did no t compensa t e
for the lack of movement with very compelling
readings.
However, hats off to Mssrs. Smith and
Rosellini for a show which was so am using that the
blemishes did no t ul t ima t ely matter. And hats
off t o independen t t hea t er at Colby which has
len t new life to our entertainment scene.
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Mixed Bag
of Music

Claudia Kraehling

Some exciting things happened at the com tern
porary music concert on Friday night , April 12,
but some not so exciting things happened too. I
went to the performance hesitantly as my experience with the music of Elliott Schwartz has
never been enjoyable. I knew nothing of Jerome
Banke , clarinetist and Catherine Rowe, soprano.
I now know they are excellent musicians. I have
yet to discover the muscianship of Elliott
Schwartz.
There were two Schwartz compositions, Aria
No. 1 f o r Clarinet and Piano and Dialogue No. 2
f o r Clarinet and Taped Clarinet Sounds Each
piece has a purpose which Mr, Schwartz exp lained.
The Aria 's purpose is to put the lyri cism of the
clarinet against the antagonism of the p iano. The
purpose of the Dialogue is the exploration of
"live electronics " or the use of the tape recorder
in conjunction with the clarinet. Both com positions
are uninsp iring, monotonous, and boring; there
simp ly is no substance to either piece. The muscianship of Mr. Bunke did help to endure the
p ieces, but I do tire easily of Mr. Schwartz tapp ing the side of the piano and switching the tape
recorder off and on.
The three most demanding and ex ceptional
works were those performed by Ms. Rowe. Fancies
f o r Voice and Clarinet by David Epstein on texts
by Emily Dickinson was excellent , as was A Night
in Hell , duet for one soprano by Meyer Kupferman
on texts from Rimbaud's A Season in Hell. Both
compositions are based on the twelve tone row,
making them very demanding intonationally for
the singer. Ms. R owe did an ou tstanding job in
both pieces. Mr. Burke displayed great agility
and excellence in Fancies f o r Voice and Clarinet.
A Night in Hell is one of the most powerful p ieces
of music 1 have heurd . Ms. Rowe sang the eerie
words of music as a duet , singing with a prerecorded tape of herself singing the second part.
This work is amazing. Ms. Rowe 's third piece,
Two Blues f o r Soprano an d Clarinet b y Jack Gottlieb on texts by Tennessee W illiams was well perform ed on both the parts of Ms. Rowe and Mr.
Bunk e. Thetexts are quite amusing and the music
paralleled the text well. The two blues were:
Gold Tooth Blues an d Kitchen Door Blues. One
verse of th e Gold Tooth Blues is worth repeating:
Now gold in the bank is a wonderfu l thing,
And a woman looks nice with a nice gold ring
But , honey, t ake a t ip
And t he t ip ain 't cold
Your mou t h's no place t o carry your gold !
I' m a gold tooth worn an with the gold tooth blues
'Cause a gold tooth makes a woman look old!

Ot her p ieces on the program were mediocre,
Meditazione f o r Clarinet and Piano by the Hungarian K orol y k Pal made use of the strings of the p iano.
Barnard 1 f o r Clarinet and Piano by Barney Childs
made use of mul t iphonics on playing t wo no t es
together on the clarinet. Farewell Night Piece f o r
Clarinet and Piano by Warren Benson and Don
Banks would have worked better if the nature
slides showed had been omi tted ; they added little
to the music.

John Alsop
What a peculiar magazine is loose on
Mayflower Hill. Sort of a bizarre synthesis
of Catullus and the "National Enquirer " and
how difficult it is to review. Here is a journal ,
ostensibly a collection of creative writing and
artwork from the Colby community , which
seems to have gone to considerable trouble
to be controversial and in doing so has
smothered the well intentioned and honest
efforts of its cbntributors in a layer of smut
and irrespectability. The unwritten code of
the hip world of which this magazine is
unabashedly a product forbids insensitivity
to the personal needs of its members and look s
upon outspoken criticism based on traditional
guidelines as reactionary , obnoxious redneck
ignorance. Thus magazines like this are handled
gently and peop le are quick to murmur
bewildered approval in an effort to express
support for a culture which they feel has come
to be representative of them selves.
And so I feel compelled to admire the recent
PEQUOD and add my trite "ri ght on!" to
its contributors efforts, but in doing so something
seems to stick in the throat and I wonder what
I really think. What does the PEQUOD boil
down to? What is it all about? Let 's look.
Poems constitute the bulk of the material
in the magazine; poems more or less unstructure d
traditionally speaking, unmetered , with the
expected assortment of lower case i's and lapses
of punctuation sprinkled across the page ,
lots of nouns and participles, weighted adjectives
and weak verbs. This sort of style is becoming
standard these days.
The subject matter with a few exceptions
seems to be consistent throughout. There is
strong interest in the body. Not only is there
a concentration of erogenous zones but more
notably many of the poems refer to the bathroom side of the body, aging flesh , sagging
chins, amputations, corpses, raw hands, defecation ,
rape , boobs, nylon thighs, and on and on.
Com bined with these references are undertones
of anguish and decay . Suns fade out , eyes are
silent, neople wither and die.
The same themes run through th e p hoto and
graphi c work: "nekkid" girlies , sex , death ,
despair , loneliness and vaginas. The whole
schmeel could perh aps be titled "Male Macho
on the wane," or "Imp otence and the College
Student ," the theme: "hel p me som eone , 1
can 't get it up anymore!" In reading this stuff
one is left with one of two impressions: cither
th at there are alot of peopl e ar ound h ere
who are bumming out or that the same bunch
like to think that they arc bumming out. Why
this trend? Is it because they "ain 't got no
relig ion " and having fai th in few abstracts, can
only deal in sensory tactile perception, that which
t hey can verif y? This is nothing new. In fact
this concern is the connective thread which runs
t hroug h the whole history of student poetry.
Obviously t his sor t of cri t ique is hasty,
scurrilous, vapid and perh aps unwarranted,
and the fault is all mine, l am prejudiced;
nausea is my firs t reaction to student poetry.
Why is t his?
Perhaps because 1 feel t ha t i t is so risk y
to attach universal significance t o one 's own
experience or lack of experien ce. An elemen t
of pre t ension creeps in and t he whole t hing
clocsn!t ring true. In addition the PEQUOD
continued on page ll

Rebecca Littleton
The 21st Elijah Parish Lovejoy convocations ,
held in Runnals Union on March 20 , honored
Katharine Graham , Chief Executive Officer and
Publisher of the Washington Post , the newspaper
largely responsible for tlie Watergate investi gation.
The award , first established in 1952 , is designed
to honor and preserve the memory of Lovejoy, a
Colby graduate , considered to be the first American martyr to the freedom of the press , by pay ing
a special tribute to members of the profession of
journalism. By lauding exemplary writing, editing,
and reporting, the award hopes to promote an
affinity between journalistic freedom and academic freedom. It was an occasion for dignity : a
large audience had the rare vision of a faculty procession , robed in the colors of their matriculation ,
counting paces, ushering Mrs . Graham to the podium to the strains of martial music. The academic
nature of the convocation was reinforced by th e
publisher 's articulation of journalistic princi p les
and a definition of the role of the press in our
society.
M rs. Graham related the perpetual dilemma
of the function of the press. Mentioned only once
in the Constitution and then not clearly defined ,
it is stated that "the freedom of the press shall
not be abrid ged. " Unlike the three branches of
government, whose duties and responsibilities
are explicitl y detailed and limited , there are no
restrictions imposed upon the press , for , contended the publisher , "the Founding Fathers
feared harassment of the press by the government. "
The function of the press it "to be a watchdogto keep government m ore honest and more
accountable. "
In thc Watcrgatc affair , a member of the Nixon
administration compelled the press to "watch what
we do-not what we say;" following that edict ,
Mrs. Graham cited numerous instances where the
dichotomy between action and statement were
manifested. This problem of credibility pointed up
the inadequacy of relying onl y on government ,
and demands therefore that the press be activist
and not docile. Firstly, the media is paramount in
un covering scandal; when other agencies fail to
do their job , the media must perform that regulativ e function. Secondly, there are inherent
limi ts of the press, for much of the information in
the Watergate investi gation was linke d to governmen t officials willing to talk , to the Senate staff
inves t igat ion , or t o chance remarks , and i t was
only by the co-operation and interaction of governmen t affiliated sources that the story su rfaced at all. "It was not a matter of the press
'shaping ra t her t han repor t ing even ts, ' " no ted Mrs
Graham .but "the facts shap ing events. " In response to critics who feel that the press overstepped its bounds, including Archibald Cox , Mrs .
Graham claimed essentially that the press must
inform even at the taxing cost on national un ity,
governmen t al st rain, and broken fai th. "I cannot
concede that wc should tolerate violations of the
Constitution. I cannot concede that the peop le
can absorb onl y a limi ted amount of shock. I
canno t concede that the best way is runnin g away
from the truth. I cannot concede that the sta te of

the national health rests on ignorance. " If the
press accepted the mandate of critics and suppressed
the new, the flow of ideas would be damned ,
censorship invoked , and the Bill of Rights severely
jeoparidzed. The press plays a central role in
obli ging government to control itself—then , "if
it does not fill that role , we must do it to make
sure those ri ghts are sustained ."
One can only conclude after listening to the
publisher 's discussio n (even though much of it was
not original and had been extensively quoted
before) and meeting with her private ly that she is
a most informed and aware women , who graces
Colby by accepting the Lovejoy award. So often ,
when the journalistic zeal for the kill is thinl y disguised as righteous indignation , we lose sight of
constitutional principles and the profound responsibilities of the press. Yet the Post , which ran
the Watergate stories with much trep idation and
with much courage, waging a battle alone where
every other journalistic orga n feared to tread , subjected to harassment by the Administration ,
ranging from investigation of FCC licenses to
snubbing of their social reporter , obviously displayed concerns that trace back to Lovejoy in the
pursuit of truth; "though we no longer have to
defend our freedom with our lives, " stated
Graham , "the pressures today are just as great. "
At a time when we th ink of the seventeen convictions of former Nixon agents, it is particularl y
fitting to examine the precepts of the press , its
powers and its responsibilities.

Highways and
Byways in Theatre
by Hil aire Jussac
Notg ; Monsieur Hila ire J ussa c is a little, known
free -lance crit ic born oul of a small Fre nch Commune
in Fas t Skagway, Alaska Placed in a sma ll craft
constructed of reeds (by his French Mother) and
sent throug h the fast waters of the Atlantic, he
found refuge in the Krauss , Kemp , S chool of
Krit icism (K. K.K.) in 1953 and has sm oldered
there in ubiquitous anonymity ever since,
The Discovery of a new fi gure in the world
of theatre is always an exhilarating experience
for a cri tic, One always envies the sensations
and em ot ions t ha t a Galileo mus t have fel t when
up on peering t hr ough his primi t ive telescope , he
stumbled upon the tiny sparks of light that meant
new stars in the firmament.
Consequen t ly, it was with grea t an t ici patory
ex ci tement that I lately journeyed to the Runnals
Uni on of Colby College to view the work of a
new direct or. 1 went to find my new star. I was
mis erabl y disapp ointed.
The direc t or 's name is Candacc Burne tt and
her show is "Can-Canl' Mark these names well.
They arc both ones you will wan t to forget. Her

style, if style it can be called , is shabby and
ecclectic, cluttered with neo-impressionism and
made unbearable by mediocre execution. Wherever
there is any sign of creative concept , it has been
buried under the grossest banality and pointed
up by the inept use of fancy underwear. There is
really nothing more to say about Cole Porter 's
"Can-Can. " One is tempted to blame it on lack
of taste or talent. I , however, will be charitable
and attribute it to insanity. Insanity that has to
be seen to be believed. So go see it.
"Can-Can " will be presented April 19, 20 and
21 at 8:00 p.m. in Runnals Union.

Switchboard
J ungle

A pair of inventive films from Eastern Europe
will be shown by Film Direction this Sunday,
April 21 at 7:30 p.m. in Lovejoy. Dusan Makavcjev's Love Affair, or the Case of the Missing
Switchboard Operator is the feature . Makavejev
is best known for his innovative and imaginative
editing. His films intersperse a narrative story with
factual and "documentary " material to create
a whole that is more than either. This was the
case in Yugoslavian Makavejev 's most widelyknown film , WR—Mysteries of the Organism
(winner of the Luis Bunuel Award and m any other
prizes), which intercut documentary footage on
Wilhelm Reich' s energy experiments and theories
and his subsequen t arrest and death in prison ,
with a story about a repressed athlete and his
ultimatel y tragic encounters with sexual and political liberation in the form of two women.
In much the same way, Makavejev intercuts
lectures by a sexologist and a criminolog ist with
the story of a love affair between a switchboard
operator and a rat extreminator in Sw itchboard
Operator. This affair is similarl y doomed by th e
political/sexual repression Makavejev sees in
in Yugoslavia (and elsewhere). Indeed , Makavejev 's
films are, according to "The Village Voice,"
"highly erotic political comedies which quite
seriously propose sex as an ideological imperative
for liberation; p leas for Erotic Socialism. Beneath his films ' light-hearted frivolity and marvelous humor lurk a more serious ideological intent:
opposition to all oppressive social systems,
East or West, the removal of prurience from sex,
a final squaring of accounts by the new radicals with the new reactionary Russian regime."
The National Observer said of Makavejev 's
lig ht tone in Switchboard Op erator , "It is a
movie that finds poetry in the most ordinary action
It is a kind of put- on of every pretentious film
ever made, yet it stands on its own as a creation
owing nothing to anyone. It is in sum, a very fine
piece of work ; Makavejev doesn 't appear to have
a cli che in his system."
With Switchboard Operator (a job , by t h e way,
that Makavejev sees as symbolic of our being caught
in th e middle between repression and liberation)
on Sunday night 's program is The Concert of
M . Ka bul, b y Poland 's Walerian Borowczyk , one of
the foremost animators working with what might
be termed "anti-Disney " cartoons, M. Kabai comes
more fro m the theatre of cruelty than from Mickey
Mouse , and is the winn er of awards for "Outst anding Film of t he Year " at both the New
York and London Film festivals. Film Quarterly
calls it "macabre , extremely funny, and t ot all y
original in i t s gro t esque draugh t smanshi p. "
Admission t o t he showing is 75 cents.
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down t o is t ha t now t here is a way t o figh t t he
ugliness , and as long as I am a victim , I am going

to fight. The festival is my response to the man
in the library and to all others like him. I mean ,
all I wan t is to be able to sit in a library and read
undis turbed; I don 't think that 's an unreasonable
demand. Maybe someday.,.

Winner of countless polls during the last several
years for best jazz drummer , Billy Cobham will
lead his newl y-formed ei ght member band in concert
Monday nig ht at 9:00 in Wadsworth gymnasium.
Tickets are $3.50 at the door , $3.00 in advance.
Cobham is the undisputed master of "jazz rock" drumming. His play ing is influenced by.
the rh ythms and drive or rock while retaining the
. % subtleties and larger demands of jazz , In fact ,
Cobham has made a habit of being involved with
frontier-making groups that have explored new
directions in jazz , rock and the merging of the
two. Most famous, of course, is the two years
Cobham spent as the backbone of the M ahavishnu
Orchestra featuring John McLaug hlin. Few who
saw their concert at Colb y two years ago will
forget the picture of a dri pp ing, sweating Cobham
generating enoug h rhythmic energy to drive the
most energy-charged aggregation ever assembled.
Even before that , however , Cobham was involved in bring ing music p laces it had never been
before. He was a member of Miles Davis ' band ,
featured on albums such as A Tribute to J ack
J ohnson. Me p layed with one of the original jazzrock bands, Dreams. And , he has backed almost
every conceivable sty le of jazz performer , from
George Benson to Herbic Hancock , Grovcr Washington to Freddie Hubbard .
Since the break-u p of the Mahavishnu Orchestra , Cobham has put out a solo album ,
Spectrum , which has becom e one of the topselling j a zz r eco rds ev e r , th e best-selling album of
all of last year of any sort at the Harvard Coop,
despite not being released until late in the year.
His new alb u m , Crosswhtds, features the members
of his new b and , n ow making their first tour ,
inclu d ing Monday 's concert.
The ban d features Garnett Brown on trombone ,
Ran d y Brccker on trumpet , Mike Brecker on reeds ,
Milche Lcvicv on pi a no , Lee Pastore on percussion ,
John Williams on bass and John Abcrcrombic
on gui tar. The incredibly talented Abcrcrombic ,
fresh fr o m Ga t e Barbicri' s band and previ ous work
with a variety of others including Barry Miles ,
sh o uld provide som e brillian t "McLaughlinst yle " playing. The rest of the band is no less
imprcssivci togh thcr their backgrounds span the
en tire jazz scene.
The concert is being put on under the combined
auspices of S.O.B.U. (the Student Organization
for Bla ck Unity), Social Life , Academic Life and
the Coffeehouse. It 's a chance t o ca t ch one of
the most important contemporary musicians on
his own for the first time,
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Committee a year ago to make a study of the status
of minorities, including women, in all job categories
at Colby and to draw up a report. The report ,
with recommendations, was submitted to President
Strider at the end of January this year. Since then ,
however, no one has seen it. No one but the committee
knows what is in it, nor would the committee's
chairperson , Dean Smith , give any clues as to its
findings. The president is considering it.
Discrimination is the outward manifestation of
prejudice . Underl ying the discrimination which
Colby has appeare d to practice is an attitudinal
disorder. "I have been viewed as a non-person , a
'g irl' on the faculty, not as a colleague. Even students
view me as a woman first and a teacher second ," said
Ms. Heitzman. "The attitudes come out very subtly—
in interactions with other professors, in semi-hostile
joking about the feminist movement, in the tone
of voice. A number of peop le feel threatened by me
because of my activism and because my aggressive
personal sty le doesn 't fit the feminine stereotype,
They 'd feci less threatened if I wore dresses, but
I'd rather be comfortable. Another reaction I often
get is that 'she 's only here for a year , and we can laugh
it off 'til she leaves. ' " Ms. Heitzman concluded
by saying that she enjoyed courtesy, but not when it is
extended just because she is a woman. "We'll have
to give up some of our so-called privileges in order '
to get our ri ghts. Chivalry is just another way of
keeping a woman in her p lace, "
Professor Bennett , the new chairperson of the
Biology Departm ent , on the other hand , maintains that
she has never felt discriminated against because
she 's a woman. "I've never had time for it because
1 was always immersed in my teaching and research.
The onl y double standard I ever ran into was that
students usually called male professors 'Doctor ' and
female professors 'Miss' or "Mrs. ' " Ms. Bennett",
said that she feels the Feminist movement has
many negative aspects : "I'm all for equal pay for
equal work and all that , but I just don 't think that
women are going to get their rights by parading
through the streets looking like the wrath of God
and dragging their children with them. Women
get ri ghts b y doing the best possible job. "
Ms. Heitzman summed up her thoughts on the
situation of women at Colby by saying, "Colb y 's
attitudes are no better and no worse than most
of the test of society. But som ehow the idea is "
that colleges and universities should lead the way
in social change , by edu cation. If a college can 't
be open in examining itself and its policies , and
changing when reason and ev idence have shown the
need , then it can 't expect its students to. "
PEQUOD/Vom page 9
and magazines like it seems to be futile efforts
to evidence non academ ic "beat " creative
freedom at Colby, a very academic, unbeat
community . Can efforts to make the Spa into
Greenwich village North ever succeed?
Nevertheless I do like the PEQUOD. It 's
well packaged and it 's spunk y . Th e devilmay-care attitude of editor Ballas in putting the
thing together goes a long way to make up
for the humorless self ccnteredness of many
of the contributors.
I close off this inane review with a creative
response of my own to the PEQUOD.

dea t h
anguish
and
desp a ir
i sh o uld long
for sea air
bu t i
reall y long
for

bcttys hair,
and you know where,
or

The great question we all know
when wc leave Colby ho t and smell y
Is whether or not to grow
a beer belly
I give up. The PE QUOD overwhelms.

Maestro

Ghiglia
Oscar Ghiglia comes from.an artistic
family. His father is a painter , his mother a
musician. As a young boy Oscar wanted to
follow in his father 's footsteps and become a
painter. However, one day his father gave
him a gu i tar to keep him amused while the
father painted a family portrait. The guitar
fascinated Oscar and ever since then Oscar
has been fascinating audiences with his mastery
of the guitar. Members of the Colby community
will have an opportunity to see and hear
Oscar Ghi glia when he performs at 8:00
at Given , on April 22 , in the final concert in
the Colby Music Series. He will perform
works by Bach , Villa Lobos, Mali p iero , and
Bracali.
Ghiglia began his studies of the guitar at
the Conservatorio di Santa Celini in Rome.
He graduated in 1961 and went on to study
with Andres Segovia and Andrio Diaz at the
Accademia. Chi giana in Siena. In 1962 he made
his debut at the Festival of Two Worlds in
Spoleto. In 1963 he won first prize at the
International Guitar Competition in Santiago.
In 1964 and 1965 he taught master classes
at the University of California at Berkeley
as Segovia 's assistant. In the spring of 1968
he gave a series of concerts under the auspices
of the Baltimore Young Musi cians Scries.
Ghiglia appeared at Colby in January 1968
and was warmly received. Since then Oscar
Ghi glia has toured the U.S., the Ear East
and Australia.
In addition to performing the evening of
April 22 , Ghiglia will hold a workshop the
following morning at 10:30 in Sm ith Lounge
in Runnals. All are welcome.

MITCH ELL fro m page
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families live in homes without plumbing.
Mitchell plans "growth by positive design,"
which he illustrated. What we have now is
negative desi gn: state agencies that do not
plan , but whose onl y input is a veto. Although
concerned about the protection of the environment, M itchell cast the State Board of Environmental Protection in this negative role. We
have to re cognize that ours is a free enterprise
system , and that industry 's position
will not always m esh with the "publi c interest ",
he noted. But an "either—or " system is no
way to reconcile differences—it m erel y
polarizes groups. The pros and cons of a
particular program must be properl y weighed
before an intelli gent decision can be m ade;
Mit chell' s "growth by positive design" will
h op efull y do this better than our current agencies.
Concerning the State Legislature and the
disappointing showing of the Special Session ,
Mi tchell has alternatives. Maine 's legislatu re
is far too large and he will attempt to reduce
it, if elected. Maine ranks 38th in population
size in the U.S., yet its legislature is the 8th
largest. He would also like to see annual
sessions of the legislature , si tt ing for shor t er
sessions.
Mi tchell was disappointed to see the Public
Lot s Bill defea t ed , for land use is one of his
major concerns. If elected , he promises' to
develop a comprehensive Land Use policy, and
ini t ia t e a Maine Land Bank , so t ha t Main e can
start to reap the econom ic benefits of its
land holding's,
June 12 will determine who is the best
Democratic salesman. Of course , Mi t chell is
confiden t, and as the race stands now , he and
Kelley arc neck and neck. Both appear to
be honest men , simil ar in p hilosoph y if no t
in campai gning techni ques. It may well be
the small fact that one has served as a public
officeholder and t he ot her hasn 't, that decides*the primary, It is that close.

"

STUDENT GOVERNME NT

EL ECTIO NS
for

1) Class Officers
(Presid ent , Vice-President , Secretar y, and Tras urer of next year 's'
Senior , J unior , and Sophomor e classes)

2) Student Government Academic Life
Chairperson and Secretary
3) Two Student R epresentatives to the
Board of Trustees

The elections will be held on Frida y, Apri l 26. Voting will take place in the asasi gned mailin g locations (Runnals , Dan a , and Roberts ) from 9:00-5:30. Pet itions avail able now at Roberts Desk and are to be returne d to Roberts Desk by
5:30 p.m., Tuesda y, April 23. For fur ther inform ation call Mike Boyson ext.
454 or Don Alexander ext. 559,

Towels and
Growls
Sue Francis

If you have ever knocked too lightly on the
Field House Equi pment Room door , you have
no doubt heard the Maine accent of Tobey
good-naturedly growl , "Guess you didn 't have
your Wheaties today!" Winslow Tobey, Equipment
Manager, has been giving out squash court keys,
tennis time , rackets, and Down-East humor for
"going on 14 years." Surprised that the ECHO
should suddenly take an interest in the inner
recesses of the Field House which he oversees,
he commented , "Some screwball was down here
taking my picture. " In between frequent darts
in and out of his office, which noisily lies under
squash court 1, he leaned back in his old leather
chair and described his work.
Tobey considers himself a "Jack of all trades
and master of none." It 's an appropriate
description , for his domain is filled with shelves
upon shelves of uniforms and equipment , tools,
spools of thread , and sewing machines. Even
shoelaces are meticulously organized by sport and
decoratively drape the walls. In charge of outfitting
and supply ing equ ipment for teams, he also does
minor mending, repair work , and bookkeeping.
His own number code effectively keeps track of
each piece of equipment. "I was an onl y child

and learned to do everything myself ," he exp lain s,
disregarding any praise of his stitchery and mechanics.
Other aspects of his job he enj oys are meeting
people and having the teams win. A certain side of
an athlete is reserved for his that is not shown to
the coach and trainer: the ,"bad side of the kid. "
"Down here he is demanding, " Tobey explains. In
a sense, Tobey, too , presents more than one face.
Although he tries to keep everyone happy and act
as .a morale booster by his "f u n D f hell" techni que ,
h e acknowle dges that he is sometimes an "S.O.B.
on the job. " "During thexourse of the year I have
a lot of enemies,but towards the end they are on
my side again. It makes the job interesting to win
the boys over.
"I don 't see any reason why girls should not
be as active as boys," he comments when asked
about reviving female athletic activity. "I don 't
show partiality towards the men ," to which he
slyly adds, "Everyone has to keep on the good side
of the ladies anyway." The only resentment he
senses among the men over the increased use of
the comp lex b y women is "when the girls use the
bo y s' sauna. " He also perceives a "change for
the better in kids: they 're getting out of this
hippie-sty le thing.
Tobey 's constant darti ng in and out of the office
is analogous to the continuous bounce of the squash
ball overhead. Barely still long enough to answer
a question before he bounds out to give someone
a key , he explains, "When you relax you get sleepy."
"I learned tomove fast from a job as a heat-treater
for agricultural tools when I had to quickl y handle
tongs." From such jobs as grocery clerking, he
learned to be accommodating to peop le , and keeps
his composure because he "doesn 't let people
get him down." Dealings with people also involve
over 30 years in the Boy Scouts during which
he went to two National Jamborees, once as an
assistant scoutmaster and then as Scoutmaster.
To one Jamboree, he bro ught over 250 hand-whittled
Indian-head neckerchiefs. Describing himself
as a "carv er by nature" he relates how one neckerchief used to take him 12 hours to make. Admirers
of his work are told , "You have to give me blood to get
one of my Indian heads."
After being asked where he was born (Worcester ,
Mass.), Tobey with characteristic matter-of-factness
replies, "Now you are try ing to find out how old I
am. I was born in 1910 , and it 's not too far to
retirement. " For someone who is a "camping fanatic"
and who likes to keep moving, it is hardly surprising
that his retirement dream is to "hook a trailer
to the car and follow the sun." Until then , he can
be assured of being busy in a job that is much more
than "just handing out stuff." And , he can also bet
on a few of his old customers now graduating returning
to see if they can borrowfrom him a gray shir t or
pair of socks.

Lacrosse:
Bigger
And
Bett er
Doug Endreson

Lacrosse this year should be fun to watch. Any
winning team is fun to watch and this year Head
Coach Bob Ewcll has assembled one with a real
good chance to do just that.
Winning is not easy, especially with a schedule
which includes Bowdoin , UNH , Plymouth State,
Boston State, and New England College-all
New England lacrosse powers. Nor is it easy to
win in a team 's th ird varsity season; experience is
a problem; a lack of it at home and an overabundance of it in other teams.
Colby is, however, better prepared to handle
these problems than ever before. Ewell has trim med
his roster to 27 and for the first time will have some

veterans to rely on: Co-Captains Goodhope and
Steinberg , Goalie Drake and last year's high scorer
Davis, all veterans , arc part of the contingency
expected to lead the team through their ten game
schedule. Combine this with a strong group of
sophomores and some good, experienced freshmen and Ewcll has something he did not have last
year—depth .
With practice entering its second month the
team is more than ready. The schedule oepns at
New Hampshire . But a week later (Saturday,
April 27) is the home opener against Nasson. With an
11-3 scrimmage win behind them , Colby will be
out to show the beggcr they are the harder they
fare.

Baseball :
To ugh Act
to Follow
The 1974 Colby baseball team follows a
tough act in its 1973 counterpart. Last year the
M ules posted a 19-3 record and captured the
M1AA title as well as the ECAC championship.
From th at excellent team are lost: pitchers
Mark McGlynn and Steve Jasinski , third baseman
Brian Cone and outfielders Dave Averill and
Dave Lane.
Although graduation took some valuable
players, the 1974 team should again be a
great one. Pitchers Gary Millen (6-0), Ric k
Oparowski (5-0) and reliever Dan Rapaport
remain from last year and form the nucleus of
a strong pitching staff. Sophomore Joe Stella
is the third starter behind Millen and Oparowski
and freshmen Tom Whittier , Rene Martinez
and Bob Keefe are being looked at for the
fourth spot in the rotation.
The infield remains much the same with
Gene Delorenzo at first and seniors Steve
Dolan and Mike LaPenna at short and second.
Dolan and LaPenna are finishing a four year
stint as one of New Eng land's finest double
p lay combinations. Third base will be played
by Bain Pollard who has been developing
into a fine third baseman.
Catching will be divided between two
strong receivers, Kevin Mayo and Don Sheehy.
Both have excellent arms and can handle the
pitchers effectively.
The outfield consists of Jim Hayes in
center , Chuck Murray in left and Dave Scudder
in right. Of these, only Hayes has extensive
varsity experience but both Murray and
Scudder are capable fielders who can do the
job.
This year, college baseball will be utilizing
the designated hitter' (DH) rule which provides
for a batter to take the p lace of the pitcher
in the batting order. Jeff Lentz and Dan
Rapaport are both vying for this job.
The team's Florida trip answered many
questions and outlined the squad's strengths.
Good defense will be the strong point of
the Mule attack. The p itching and the fielding
should be able to keep the games close. The
hitting attack also appears good with excellent
speed and strong bats throughout the lineup.
Last weekend , Colby met Tufts and
Trinity to start the 1974 season. In the Tufts
game Gary Millen pitched well, winning 4-3.
Colby's hitting attack , unfortunatel y couldn 't
get off the ground in the cold weather and came
up with only 3 hits. The Mules scored by
taking advantage of walks, Tufts' errors and
smart baserunning.
The Trinity doubleheader was delayed
for a day by rain , and ended up being played
last Sunday. In the first game, Rick Oparowski
fired a one-hitter , blanking the Bantams 6-0.
Gene Delorenzo cracked three hits and Chuck
Murray had a clutch double to pace Colby.
In the second gam e, behind Joe Stella's
7-hit pitching the team came up on the short
end of a 4-2 score. Jeff Lentz, Don Sheehy
and Bain Pollard each had two hits in the losing
effort. But only one other Colby player had a
hit and as a result the Mules left 11 men on
base. To win the big games the team will have
to improve on that statistic and most of
those runners,
Coming up, Colby m ects Boston College,
Williams, and Wesleyan the week of April 15,
Depending on the weather, these last two
games will be played at home on Friday and
Saturday. So, if you 're a baseball fan , looking
to watch ¦.one of the best small college teams
in N ew Englan d, support the Mules in their
initial home contests of the season.

A
Palpable
Hit

"""" •—
Brou ght back by popular demand , Colby
College hosted the Maine State Fencing Cham pionship Tournament on April 13 at the Wadsworth
Gymnasium. Before a capacity crowd that
threatened to overflow the bleachers the
home team of Jeff Frankel , Havard Jones,
Maurice Oudin , and Jamie Huntesberger faced
challengers from the University of Maine at
Farm ington and Orono, the University of New
Brunswick, and an oddly dressed fellow with
an exceedingly long nose and a flair for
poetry who appeared on the court daring to
take on any one team, the winner getting fifty
percent of the gate. U nfortunately , he disappeared
into the crowd before an entry form could
be passed up to him and was last reported
to have created a disturbance on the squash
courts.
As a team Colby has drawn more blood
on other days. Oudin , Jones, and Frankel
were quickly eliminated in the first round but
received standing ovations from the noisy
crowd as they were carried off the field.
Huntesberger won three of his matches,
qualif ying him for the finals, and was awarded
the ears of his first two victims, the last
refusing to part with his lobes thus breaking
with tradition and fair sportsmanship. This,
however, was to little avail , for Huntesberger
soon got his in the finals.
The winner of the foils match was Rick
Gosselin of New Brunswick , moving last year's
cham pion , Cleon Grover of Farmington ,
back to second place. Gosselin also won the
Epce Championship while Shelly Berman of
Orono walked away with the Sabre match ,
thus proving to a doubting audience that the
blood of four men can ruin the varnish on the
basketball court.
In the end it was a satisfied crowd that
waded out of the arena. As an editorial sideline,
this writer believes that the Colby fencers
do have more potential than was shown Saturday
and feels that had the shipment of foils arrived
on time they could perhaps have made a better
showing.

Indoor Tennis Courts
New Regulations
The popularity of tennis has forced a more fair
method of administering the use of the Colby
courts.
The priority with the use of the indoor courts
is as follows: Students, Faculty-Staff , Recreation
Club members.
1. When coming to play tennis , go to Mr. Tobey or
to the court manager (student at court side) for a
court assignment. (Must present I.D.)
2. In 45 minutes if any student is waiting, your
time will be ended and the next assigned players
will take over. If no one is waiting and you want
to p lay again , you must reserve the court again.
3. You than may remain and p lay if you want to
wait for re-apsignment.
4. Recreation Club members of Faculty-Staff
must relinquish courts immediately upon presentation of a court assignment by a student.
5. Faculty-Staff have Noon time priority over
Recreation Club members (12:00-1 :00p.m. weekdays). This means Recreation Club members
must give up the courts immediatel y to a FacultyStaff member at this time. At other times, Faculty
Staff will wait until the Recreation Club member
has com p leted 45 minutes.
6. Team practices , p hysical education classes, and
certain other interscholastic and intramural events
have priority over recreational tennis. Times of
these activities will be posted.

Lost Books

Will the presons who inadvertentl y walked out
of the Career Counseling Office with the books,
Matching College Women to J obs, and the
Federa l Service Entrance Exam Practice Test book
p lease return them. No questions will be asked.
Just put them on one of the tables in the office.
These books are expensive and NEW. . . we do not
have sufficient funds to replace them. Premanent
loss of m aterials from the Career Counseling Office
deprives other students from their use.

Senior Recital
Louise McTigue Hessert (mezzo-soprano) will
give a senior recital in Given Auditorium on
Friday , April 19th at 8 p.m. Accompany ing her
will be Lillian Garwood , piano , Mary Hallman ,
viola and Charles Abbott , guitar, A reception will
follow the recital.

Spanish Plays
Los Subrosa , the Spanish club , and Sigma
Delta Pi , the Spanish n ational honora ry society,
will present four one-act plays on Thursday ,
April 25 , at 7:00 p.m. in Roberts Loft. Admission is free.

Chapel Service

The Christian Science Organization will condu ct the Sunday morning service at Lorimer Chapel
on April 21. All are warmly invited to attend.

Com mon Cause

Interested in learning more about Common Cause
activities? Bob O'Leary fr o m t he Washing t on
Office of Common Cau se will be at the YMCA
on Pleasant Street at 7:30 p.m, on Wednesday,
April 24th.

Lund Universit y Chorus

The Lund Univer sity Chorus will be performing
in Given Audi torium Saturday night at 8:00. The
male chorus has been recognized as one of Scandinavian best academic ensem bles. The Lund
rcprc t oire , while em phasizing t he w orks o f Swedish
composers, Swedish folklore and s t udent songs,
also includes works by Sibeliu, Schocnberg and
Stravinsky.
Lost : A room key-outside the chapel (on path),
If found ,please return to Shelley Weiner c/o
Echo Office or call ext. 327. Thanks.

Tennis racquets: Wood-Aluminum-Steel.
Wilson , Spaulding, and Slazenger , new and used.
All new racquets are first quality with warranty.
All are at wholesale price level, i.e. Wilson
T-2000 $25.00. Contact B.'Cote , 302 Coburn ,
ext. 524.

Grants Offered for Growth Study
Internshi ps offering grants up to $600 plus
travel and reserach expenses are now open to
students interested in . working on population
growth and environmental issues, according to
David Baker of the Population Institu te. Students
who participate in the Intern Program will work
closely with state legislators and agencies in researching and analyzing population-related issues,
policies and legislation. The Institute sponsors
both undergraduate and graduate students during
the academic year (September-May) to develop
programs of stud y that relate to such important
issues as growth , planning, environment , land-use
and population at the state level.
Arrangements for academic credit are decided
between the student and his/her faculty advisor.
The program outline is flexible and alternative
approaches to the research of population policy
will be considered.
Students interested in applying for the
September , 1974-May, 1975 program should request app lications from Mr. David Baker , the
Population Institute, 110 Mary land Avenue, N.E.,
Washington , D.C._ 20002. Deadline for applications
is April 30.

Russian Language Seminars

"Learn Russian with the Russians " is the theme
of six Russian language seminar tours to the
Soviet Union scheduled for next June , Jul y and
December , continuing a series begun in 1965 by
Afton Tours, Inc. Cities visited on the 15- and 22day tours include Moscow , Leningrad and Novgorod , as well as the resort areas fo Dyuny and
Sochi. In these resort areas tour members are :. able to ming le with Russian citizens who are on
their own vacations, there by gaining an opportunity for language practice beyond the scope
of the classroom.
Afton Tours are official agents in the U.S. for
Intourist , the Soviet Union 's government tourist
agency. The seminar portions of the tours will be
conducted by instructors from Moscow University
and other comparable educational institutes , and
will consist of four hours dail y of comprehensive
language instruction. Partici pants are lim ited to
ten per teacher , and arc graded according to language level.
All-inclusive rates from $725 cover roundtrip
G.l.T. air fare from New York via Aeroflot
Soviet Airlines; first class hotels; all meals; sightseeing; language studies* transfers ; baggage handling ;
tips and taxes. As space is limited , Afton urges
that prompt reservations be made , to avoid disappointment. For further information and descri ptive folder , contact Educational Travel Dept.,
Afton Tours , In c., 1776 Broadway, New York.
N.Y. 10019; telephone (212) 757-9595.

Humanities Council Internship
The Maine Humanities Council is offering an
eigh t-week summer internshi p during which a
gra duate student or college uppcrclassman in the
humani ties wil work under the dircction-of the
Council's executive director. The first four weeks
will be spen t working with the director on all
p hases of the Maine Humanities Program , and t he
second in Humani ties Project development. Deadline for applica tions is May 1, 1974. Addi tional
informa tion is available in Lovejoy 110, Career
Counseling Office.

Institute of International Education
The Institu te of International Education is
p leased to announce its annual Summer Crossroads program s to be held in San Diego, Calif.
(June 1-8), Colorado Springs, Colo. (June 9-15),
and Los Angeles, Calif. (June 8-15). The two
programs in California will concentrate on panel
discussions with most of the sessions devoted to
interaction between the students and the speakers
The panelists will be outstanding leaders in the
fields of the arts, education , business, etc. and
the meetings will cover such provocative issues
as "Justice for Women ," "Motion Pictures as
Communication" (with a tour of Warner Bros.
Studios), "The Sea and Our Environment" and
"Comm unity Health Care in San Diego" (at the
Chicano Free Clinic). The highli ght of the week
will be a luncheon , in each city, with the Mayor
and the City Council.
Students should be highly proficient in English
and should have finished (or plan to finish) their
academ ic programs (graduating seniors or graduate
students only) and intend to return to their home
countries no later than December 1974.
Host families will provide room and board for
the week, but students should have pocket money
for personal and incidental expenses. A lim ited
number of partial travel grants for round-trip
bus transportation have been made available by
the Department of State, and if a participant needs
financial assistance, it will be necessary for this
to be indica ted on the second page of the application form.
App lications may be obtained from the campus
Foreigh Student Adviser or write directly to:
Donald Smith , Assistant Dean of Student Affairs,
Colorado College, Colorado Springs, Colorado
80903 or Connie Horak , Director of Student
Programs, Institute of Internatioanl Education ,
1212 W ilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90017.
App lications are due in Colorado Springs or Los
Angeles by April 26 and students will be notified
by May 15. A recommendation from the Foreign
Student Adviser also m ust be on file before any
action can be taken. Please note that a student
may app ly to only one of the Crossroads programs
and that those , who are accepted , will be expected
to attend the entire week's program.

Summer Program in Israe l
State University College at Oneonta , New York
in cooperation with Hebrew University , Haifa
University, and Bar-Ilan University in Israel , is
offering its eighth summer academic program in
Israel in July and August, 1974. The overseas
program will be for a seven week period and
will award nine semester hours of undergraduate
or graduate credit to students completing the
academic work satisfactoril y.
Partici pation for both courses is limited to
teachers, and undergraduate and graduate students
who can meet the entrance requirements of the
State University of New York , and who have a
serious purpose for par tici pating. There are no
language requiremen ts.
Dr. Yonal Alexander , professor of In ternational
and Foreign Area St udies of t he St at e Universit y
College at Oneont a, will be t he Direct or of t his
program for t he eigh th consecutive summer.
During the 1968-69 and 1969-70 academic years
he was Resident Director for the full-year State
Universit y of New York programs in Israel at the
Hebrew University in Jerusalem and the Tel
Avav Univers ity.
Persons desiring fur ther information may write
Professor Alexander at St ate Universit y College,
Oneo nt a, New York 13820. As onl y a limi ted
number of enrollees will be accpted , early application is recommended,

"Summer Jobs in Europe" is a program not
for the stay-at-home, the unadventurous or the
work-shy. But if you want to experience a new
way of life at the lowest possible cost—call us
for details—you just might be on your way to
Europe. For the summer.
Qur toll free Travel Hot Line:
1-800-442-6327. . . for all your travel needs.
Lewsiton Travel

The Promenade Mall
Lewiston
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Maine's Best Lobster Pound
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This is a TEST!

Graduation

We wa nt to know if you
are reading our ads in
the ECHO
and you will
SAVE

If you are considering a fine watch for your
graduation, consider purchasing it from
offer an unusual combination of superior service and reduced prices on
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Bulova

on any pair of cuff ed
cordoro y & cuffed fan cy

Accu tr ori

FLARE PANTS
in our
Underground

the industry 's leading makes.
Our logarithmically derived discount curve
applies equally to all, and increases discounts as
prices increase . For example:
A $50 watch sells at 10% off.
An $80 watch sells at 20% off.
A $150 watch sells at 25% off.
Watches over $250 sell at 30% off.

20% off is worth the tri p I
This offe r is only good for one week
and you must bring this ad with you

You may also wish to consider

pimu ^kii

the original quartz wristwatch, entirely
solid state, maintenance free, and accurate
to within a minute a year.
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Anyone wishin g to work for the Echo
next year , contact the editor s , ext. 240,
sometime this week. We need people for
layout , typin g, ads and cir c ula t io n and
fin ancia l manage ment. We will train .

Ludy - <21
Howie - '40
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the Store for men & boys
The Senior Scholars Committee announces its
program for the forthcoming academic year 19741975. Students in this program receive six hours
credit for each of the two semesters of the senior
year. The January Program 1975 may or may not be
included as the student desires.
Members of the present Junior class are invited to
consider a topic for this honors program. The subject matter is normally defined in the initial stages by
the student. The student then must find a member
of the faculty who will serve as Tutor. Students and
Tutor further refine the subject matter selected , and
the Department Chairman must indicate approval,
The subject matter or topic may grow out of work
done in course or during a January Program. The topic
should center around one general idea , and not several fragm ents. Senior Scholars work in the areas of
investigative research , in laboratory experiments and
in creative works of art. Over the years there have
been Senior Scholars in almost every Department in
the three academic divisions of the college.
Application forms may be obtained at the office of W.B. Miller , Chairman of the Committee,
Bixler 113. The application includes forms for
letters of reference , statement of topic , and pr opo sed
schedule for the Senior year. The deadline for filing
the complete application is 5:00 p.m., Tuesday ,
April 30, 1974, at the office of the Department of
Art in Bixler.

Bennett to Speak
Miriam Bennett , chairman of the biology
department at Colby, will speak at a marine science
symposium, April 24-27, at the University of
South Carolina in Columbia.
Focusing on "Biological Rh ythms in the Marine
Environment ," the session is the fourth in a series
sponsored by the Offi ce of Naval Research , and
the Belle W. Baruch Institute for Marine Biology
and Coastal Research.

I Tontz QAC *

AL COREY
Musi c Center

ATKINS CO.

scandanavian design Furniture

¦99 MA IN STREET
AMPLIFIERS & PA S
TRAYNOR
YAMAHA
PLUSH

GUITARS
MARTIN
YAMAHA
GIBSON
HAGSTRUM
RECORDS - TAPES - SHKKT MUSIC
ALL YOUR MU SICA L NEED S

Route 52,Camden,Maine
V/i miles from its jet. at Rte. 1
Open Tues.-Sat. 10-4
phone 236-3563

34 MAIN ST. - WATERVILLE
We now carry a line of

j &.
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American-made pocke t
calcula tors

Make reservations for June graduation .

Arnold
Mote l

DENNIS CROOKER'S
LAST DANCE BAND
MONDAY NIGHT
6 piece group, good
country f o lk,excellent
fine food & beverages (of course)

ALSO :
Minolta Cameras, Olympia Typewriters, Polaroid
XL-70, Panasonic, Kodak Film Processing, Repairs,
Xerox Copying
10% Discount to Colby Students

and WEBBER'S ST EAK HOUSE.

DAYS
TRAVEL

mmm
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Swimming pool

873 0755

Air Conditioning
Phones

BERRY 'S
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Between Waterville and Fairfield
f ^ff ^
On Routes 201,100,and 11
Color television
*. , .
*. , !
.¦ l
*Nearby
C
olby College

STATI ONERS

^

——

phone: (207) 872-2735
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74 MAIN STREET
WA TER V ILLE
MAINE
On The Concourse and Main Street

SUMMER TRIPS TO EUROPE

i

- from $39.95

m, RUGGED GOO D LOOKS ,
WESTERN
STYLE
j ||k

featuring
PIZZAS - ITALIANS
DAGWOODS - GRINDERS

BEER OM TAP
AIR CONDITIONED
TABL E SERVICE
Caff Ahead tar Take-Out Service

Free delivery with SS.00 food order

872-2400 v,smut
^^^
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flare bottom pants
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LEVIS, MANN,
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PANTS $10 to 13.50
JACKETS 10.95 to $17

'
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YOUNG MEN'S
LOWER LEVEL
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(stop)
Wonderin g what to do
with your hair?
Come in and ask us.
Ladies Also
The

Village Barbers
113 Main Si.
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COLLE GE CAMP US REPRESENTATIVE
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Neede d to sell Bran d Name Stere o Components
to Students at lowest prices . Hi Commission ,
NO Investment required. Serious Inquiri es ONLY 1
FAD COMPONENTS , INC.
20 Passaic Ave . Fairfield ,
New Jersey 07006
JERRY DI AMOND
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201-227-6814
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Home from
theWar
VIETNAM VETE
RANS

Neither Victims nor Executioners

®

A searing book — based on two years of intensive
interviews — that lays bare the guilt, anger an'd rage
brought home by the Vietnam veteran. "Fascinating. "
-N.Y. Review of Books. "Lifton is one of the few truly
creative and provocative thi nkers in our field. "
—Jnl. of the American Academy of Psychoanalysis.

RobertJayLifton
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your purse
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your hair!
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The earth shattering noise from this purse-fitting horn
gives you the protection you've been looking for against
muggers and rapists. Just snap two penlight batteries into
this amazing new Vigilant Alarm and you're ready. No
wires required. Complete package includes super simple
instructions showing how the Alarm can also be easily
installed on windows or doors. GET VIGILANT BEFORE
THEY GET YOU.
SUPPLY LIMITED
MAIL THIS COUPON TODAYI
Send me
of Vigilant Burglar Alarms
I enclose .
. ,. .
...
' $3'for each Vigilant Alarm.
r
FajJi'V Jew?'"" Ltd.
I understand that if I am not totally
est
w
1!""-11
*»?' . Y*, A.VB "!!j'L0
sat isfied,I will receive a complete refund
M.lwaukee,W.sconsm 53209
if returned within 10 days.
NAME
__
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FAMIl. Y BOOK STORE
paperback specialists
corner of Main and Silver Streets
10% discount to students

-(mmmmmmm
—
Winner of the National ^Book Award for Death In Life
$3.95 • A Touchstone Book published by SIMON AND SCHUSTER
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ONCE A KNI6HT, BEIN6 SUWK
SO PEEP IM THE SEA OF
PESPONPE BY HIS FAILURE
WITH WOMEN,PIP RETREAT
PEEP INTO THE FOREST
WITH A VOLUME OF MOST
MELANCHOLY VERSE.

ANP UNPER THE WATCHFUL '
EYE OF HIS MENTOR, THE
KNIGHT PIP PROCEEP TO
PERFECT HIS STREAKING
SKILLS... TO THE GENERAL
AMUSEMENT OF ALL THE
FURRY BEASTES.

WHENCE HIS ROOMIE, A
PRASON,PIP COME UPON
HIM AND PIP TELL HIM OF
A WONPROUS WAY TO
ATTRACT THE OPPOSITE SEX .

AT LAST HE PROVEP REAP/

FOR HIS BIG STREAKE . ANP
PIP SET OUT ON HIS WAY...

o^T^rirn
WaJoiJ w
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BY MEANS OF THE ANCIENT
ART OF THE STREAKE.

ACHIEVING SUCH A GREAT
VELOCITY THAT HE PIP Z\G
WH EN HE SHOULP HAVE
ZAGGEP.

ANP SO, OVER A COUPLE
OF FROSTY- COLP CANS OF
SCHAEFER-- THE BEER THAT
PREAMS ARE BUILT UPON"
THEY PIP PLOT THE KNIGHT'S
MAIPEN STREAKE .

PROVING ONCE AGAIN !
BEING THE OPEN MAN IS
MUCH BETTER IN BASKETBALL THAN IN LIFE .

UljlL Ja\3 11a 111k) \l \K1 "S \^BBSSl
Schaefer Breweries, Now York, NY.,Baltimore, Md., Lehigh Valley, Pa, ^\jmy L*r
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Giant Annual 1/2 Price
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BOOK SALE

Prou d to he Your
Food Service

Mar. 30 thru Apr. 16-Daily 9 to 5

Leon Tebbets Book Store

164 Water Street—Hallowell , Maine
(Behind CJne Cue (Ball
COIIIIESPOHDEHC^
^ ^^COURSE
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GIVE SOMEBODY DUNKIN DONUTS
g^gj
GET SOME LOVIM' BACK
HIh

a

rf Jeflerscn
more than a fme restaurant
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COLBY SPECIALS
Since 1932
$1.95
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If you like pool you will love this course.
It will work miracles for you. It is designed to teach
you how to become an expert at this fascinating game.
It will improve your game 200% or more. This course
is designed for the beginner and the experienced players. It's designed for those of you who has a pool
table and those who don 't. The course is in eight (8)
sessions all with illustration s and easy t o follow
instructions . The eight (8), sessions are selecting your
cue, proper stance, stroke, straight in 's, angles , rail
shots , bank shots , how to use english , drawing a ball ,
how to break , patience, sportsmanship and much much
more... To my knowledge there has never been a com plete course offered in this ever growing fascinating
game called pool. The complete course is yours for
only $24.95.
Mail to: BEHIND THE CUE BALL
Post Office Box 10308
Dallas , Texas 75207

A NATIONAL BESTSELLER AT $12.95

Now only $4.95

HBT"L
Through the economies of
^-^ paperback
publishing, The Joy
H II
I
t
H ^^"^k*******^ _tf of Sex is now available in the
Hm Wm# sarne large format as the $12.95
Jp.-^_^r ¦ W - •¦ hardbound edition,complete
^^ ,r
and unabridged,with all the
_f g
original
full-colorillustrations
1ftj T
Wfa ,. nL- at only $4.95 !
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copies of BEHIND
? Please send me
THE CUE BALL at $24.95 each, I enclose
check or money order.
copies of BEHIND
? Please send me
THE CUE BALL at $24.95 each. I am
intere sted in being a distribut or in the
area .
Please indicate the city, town , county or
state . A representat ive of BEHIND THE
CUE BALL will contact you within 15 days
after we receive your order to explain how
you as a distribut or can increase your income
and have fun while doing it , with no investment except for the course you purchase
for yourself .

Listet |j SmoKgrs:
<\chjdoi£t have to wait 20yfcars
fortigariettes to affect y&u.
It oniytaKgs 3 secoqds.
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It'ithe ONLY T-sklrt «ndori«d by THE INTERNMTIONRL STREHKERS ASSOC.
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In just.3 seconds a cigarette makes your heart beat faster,
shoots your blood pressure up,replaces^oxygen in your blood with
carbon monoxide,and leaves cancer-causing chemicals .
to spread through your body,
All this happens with eveiy cigarette you smoke.
As the cigarettes add up,the damage adds up,
. Because it's the cumulative effects of smoking-adding this
cigarette to all the cigarettes you ever smokedthat causes the trouble.
And tell that to your dog,too,
U.S. DEPARTMENT OP HEALT H, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE • Till * Spaca Contributed as a Public Service

We, the sales peop le
at DeOrsey 's Record Shop
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Take your friend to dinner ;
but he eats -
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FREE

the PUB
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*Catcft: You pay onl y for the higher
priced of the two meals. Choose your
meal from the regular daily menu.
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Sunday thru Wednesday... 4 - 8 PM

III TV

J
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for our twent y-eighth
anniversar y sale, we are
offerin g one-third off
any record in stock to

STREAKERS !
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There is such a thing as a fre e lunch at
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feel that things are
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gettin g a bit dull. So,

second person
eats FREE !
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Offer expires A pril 21, 1974

DEORSEY' S
recor d sho p
Elm Plaza
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Cat erin g t o t he Colle ge Crowd

o« f)b«rsrf«y anrf friday nights BlUfi Grass Muyc
CHRIS PRICKETT AND THE VALLEY BOYS
One of the Best Assortments of Drinks in Town
7:00 a.m. -l .00 a.m.
19V« Temp le Street
INFORMAL ATMOSPHE RE

GOO D FOOD

Big Johns
E A T

AT

KENNED Y MEMORIAL

After the gome
(J

Dro P in for a delicious
COttU 0
<J
Roast Beef Sandwich or Pizza
Dagwoo d

Italians

Groceries

COLD BEER
47 Water Street
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DRI VE

("trill Open 24 hour? a day \
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V^ ^Donut*
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42 College Avenue
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Tel. 873-437 2

STEREO
COMPONENTS
Mcintosh

KLH
ADVENT
BOSE
DUAL
SANSUI
B & 0
GARRARD

thorens

WOLLENSAK
KENWOOD
KOSS
J.V.C.
STANTON
ALTEC-LANSING
R EVO X

tandber g

TDK (Tape)
SONY
MARANTZ
PHILIPS
SHERWOOD
SHURE
«¦ ¦„ "

Ma ine 's largest Hi-Fidelity Dealer

CHECK US FOR PRICES

Intown Portland , Lewiston , Watorville

y 's tySf o^
V0\ \-$*&>
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, lew England Music Co. ,

TED SHIRO 'S

UPf '' |°
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Mr.BIG
Beef and Brew

WATERVILLE , AUGUSTA , ORONO

